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11. "COPE
1.1 Purpose - The purpose of this study is to determine
and quantify the expected particulate and molecular on orbit con-
taminant environment for selected Shuttle Payloads as a result
of major Shuttle Orbiter contaminant sources. This study reviews
individual Payload susceptibilities to contamination, identifies
the risk of Payload data degradation, and provides preliminary
recommendations and establishes limiting factors which may depend
upon operational activities associated with the Payload/Orbiter
interface or upon independent Payload functional activities.
This report begins to define the contamination environment
of selected planned Shuttle Payloads, determines the impact of the
contamination environment on Payload feasibility design and opera-
tion, and the requirements of Payloads on Orbiter contamination
control procedures. This study will begin to support the defini-
tion of the Orbiter and furnish a basis for Payload/Orbiter inter-
face definition in the area of contamination control.
1.2 Scope - This report presents the development of a basic
working computer model of the Shuttle Orbiter which includes a
representative Payload configuration. The Orbiter and Payload
configuration have been synthesized by developing nodal descrip-
tions of the important geometric surfaces. These nodal surfaces
have been identified numerically and have been given an optical
or material characterization. The area of each nodal surface,
the distance between nodal surfaces, the angular relationships,
and geometric shadowing between nodal surfaces have been estab-
lished. Based upon these geometrical considerations, nine lines-
of-sight, which encompass viewing requirements for both the contami-
nants and the Payloads, have been established.
Major Orbiter contamination sources, locations, and flux
characteristics based upon available data have been defined and
modeled. The principle contamination sources considered were
outgassing, offgassing, leakage, evaporator, Reaction Control
Subsystem 25 lb thrust vernier engines, and the returned flux.
Other Orbiter and/or operational contaminant sources have been
identified and presented to indicate potential additional sources
2which could impact a Payload. These additional sources include
those peculiar to the Orbiter, reflection and resublimation from
Orbiter surfaces, and boost and reentry contamination sources.
Individual Payload configurationsiwere reviewed to identify
their susceptibility to contamination. Those Payloads reviewed
were:
a. 1.5 Meter Cryogenically Cooled Infrared Telescope,
ib. Deep Sky Ultraviolet Survey Telescope,
c. 1.0 Meter Ultraviolet Diffraction Limited Telescope,
d. 2.5 Meter Cryogenically Cooled Infrared Telescope,
e. Dedicated Solar Sortie Mission,
f. Communications/Navigations Sortie Mission,
g. Upper Atmosphere Explorer,
h. Large Space Telescope,
i. Extra Corona Lyman Alpha Explorer,
j. Large X-Ray Telescope Facility,
k. Mars Hard Lander.
Comparisons of the determined susceptibilities to susceptibili-
ties observed from comparable experiments on Skylab were developed.
Based upon the developed contamination susceptibility review and
the contaminant induced environment description as a result of the
surface and source modeling, the risk of Payload data degradation
from contamination was established. The risk factors or assess-
ments were based upon contamination standards from the Woods'
Hole Summer Study Work Sheets (July 1973), the Astronomy Working
Group Report (May 1973), and upon value judgments gained as a
result of available Skylab experience and data.
Recommendations with respect to payload feasibility, design,
and operational aspects are presented. These recommendations are
also with respect to support of the definition of the Orbiter and
begin to develop a basis for overall Payload/Orbiter interface
definition in the area of contamination control.
1.3 Summary - This study was established to determine if
a contamination potential exists for the proposed Shuttle Orbiter/
Payload concept. The sources and configurations modeled and analy-
zed are considered typical of expected situations. However, many
of these source impacts on contamination levels as defined by this
study can be minimized by relocating of 3ources, using alternate
approaches, or proper mission timelining of experiment exposure
times and source rates. Additional studies will be required in
those areas identified as potential contaminant problems in order
to establish the necessary changes or improvements consistent to
program requirements and objectives to minimize or eliminate the
impact of contamination-upon those sensitive Payloads.
.3
This initial Payload/Orbiter contamination control require-
ment study has shown that the induced contaminant environment
from the Orbiter will require program contamination controls which
may impact bcth the Orbiter and some of the many envisioned Pay-
loads. Those Payloads which have been shown by this study to be
especially sensitive to contamination were the infrared and the
ultraviolet Payloads.
For those major Orbiter contamination sources modeled and
under the assumptions made for this study, the induced Shuttle
Orbiter contaminant environment will be at least that or greater
than that anticipated and essentially observed on Skylab. A sig-
nificant difference between the Shuttle Orbiter and Skylab is that
on Skylab the majority of experiments were constrained to view uni-
directional and those sources which required venting could be
positioned so as not to particularly impact any given line-of-
sight. On the Shuttle Orbiter many of the Payloads have off axis
viewing requirements that encompass approximately 100 degrees of
a 180 degree hemisphere which may allow some lines-of-sight to be
directly impacted by contamination. In addition (due to reentry
requirements for the Orbiter), the present defined major vent
type sources are all located on the top portion of the Orbiter
constrained to venting into the same hemisphere as the Payloads
are looking. The baselined evaporator, leakage rates, and the
RCS vernier engine effluent rates exceed similar activities on
Skylab..
As a result of this, the elimination of any one of these
sources does not uniquely reduce its impact as established by this
study. The results of this study strongly suggest that further
analysis of those overboard ventings (evaporator and the 25 lb
thrust RCS vernier engines) should be performed along with refined
analysis and testing for cabin atmosphere leakage, outgassing of
non-metallic materials, off-gassing, and the production of par-
ticulates (ground handling and on orbit operations).
Leakage and outgassing are continuous sources which for all
intent and purpose cannot be directly controlled on orbit. Leak-
age will be highly dependent upon the structural integrity of the
Orbiter. Repeated launches and reentries will most likely make
this source hard to gssess and establish control over. Material
selection, quantity, location, and qualification for usage on the
Orbiter and the Payload must be controlled to specifications at
least that or better than those materials.considered acceptable
for Skylab. Outgassing was the major source of deposition on Sky-
lab and will be an important source of contaminants on Shuttle.
4Exposure times for many of the Shuttle Payloads may exceed that
of similar experiments on Skylab when multiple flights or long
duration missions are contemplated.
Offgassing is somewhat the result of non-metallic materials
but it is also dependent upon design factors such as compartment-
ization of modules, multilayer insulations, experiment bay linear,
ground handling, and launch environment. Improvements to decrease
the amount and/or the duration of offgassing will be required.
Unlike Skylab where essentially 10 days were available for the
ATM canister to reach a stable pressure, the Orbiter and Payload
will be required to be operational within hours or in a few days
to maximize mission objectives. This is not such a critical pro-
blem for deployed systems where delays on the order of 10 days
will not necessarily impact their long term mission profiles un-
less Orbiter tending is necessary to establish Payload operation
or checkout.
The repeated ground handling in refurbishing Payloads,
changing Payloads, and the repeated launching and reentry of the
Orbiter will increase the particulate potential. On orbit activi-
ties such as experiment bay doors opening, gimbaling of large
Payloads, and the use of large movable aperture shades or doors
will all tend to increase the particulate environment.
This study and summary must also be weighed against the
Payloads and their sensitivity to contamination. By far, the
infrared Payloads are the most sensitivie and the levels of con-
tamination identified in this study will greatly impact these
types of Payloads. These systems have sensitivities 5 orders of
magnitude greater than infrared experiments on Skylab (S191 and
S192) and also will be cryogenically cooled trapping everything
that comes in contact with the cooled surfaces.
Ultraviolet and Deep Space Survey Payloads have been shown
to be the next most sensitive to the levels of induced environ-
ment established by this study. Basic improvements in the loca-
tions of those sources such as the evaporator and the RCS 25 lb
thrust vernier engines and improvements in the other sources will
probably suffice for these Payloads. Additional on orbit
constraints for vents on the Orbiter and establishing Payload
5operational constraints as established for Skylab will probably bring
the necessary contamination control to these Payloads.
The Solar Payloads and the Communications and Navigation
Payloads will probably not be directly affected by the induced
environment. Although these Payloads may be periodically effected
by particulates, they as a whole should not be affected.
Automated or Free Flying Payloads are susceptible to contamina-
tion while in the experiment bay and during deployment from the
Orbiter. Protective measures are being studied to minimize con-
tamination during this period, however the Orbiter RCS impingement
could cause physical damage and/or leave large amounts of deposition
on the external surfaces of the Payloads. Free Flying Payloads
will have their own environments to be concerned with more than
the Orbiter. This has been demonstrated previously on many unmanned
satellite systems (much smaller and less sensitive than those Free
Flying Payloads envisioned for Shuttle). The Free Flying Payloads
require independent studies to assess the free flying impact of
self-contamination. This latter point is also important in that
this study did not address the individual Payloads contribution
to the Orbiter induced environment which could be significant
because of physical size.
One important side aspect of this study has pointed out the
need of adequate criteria for each independent Payload to estab-
lish their relative susceptibilities to contamination. Those cri-
teria, standards and in fact correlation with previous space pro-
grams have been found to be inadequate in establishing baseline
criteria for contamination decisions.
If the infrared Payloads are baselined as sortie modes, then
the contamination control on the Orbiter and on the Payload will
be rigorous to meet the requirements for mission success. If the
induced environment is controlled to be acceptable for the infrared
Payloads, it will most assuredly be acceptable for other proposed
Payloads.
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2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 Program Documents - The following documents shown
form a part of this report in the extent that they were used for
Program information and/or are referenced for supporting tech-
nical material relevant to this study.
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
SD-72-SH-0071B "Orbiter Definition Handbook",
Preliminary Design Review Con-
figuration, February 4, 1974,
Space Division Rockwell Inter-
national.
Preliminary "Summarized NASA Payload Descrip-
tions - Automated Payloads",
October 1973, George C. Marshall
Space Flight Center.
Preliminary "Summarized NASA/ESRO Payload
Descriptions", October 1973,
George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center.
JSC 07700 Vol. XIV "Space Shuttle Program Space
Revision B Shuttle System Payload Accommo-
dations", December 21, 1973,
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center.
JSC 08500 "Space Shuttle and Spacelab Dis-
Volumes A through G cussions", October 11 and 12, 1973,
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center.
ES3-11263-1 "Status Briefing of Orbiter Purge
and Vent System to Particles and
Gases Working Group", November 11,
1973, Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center.
7(No Number) ,"Final Report of the Space Shuttle
Payload Planning Working Groups",
Volutnes 1 through 10 including
Executive Summaries, May 1973,
Goddard Space Flight Center.
Technical Letter "Contamination Sensitivity of
ASD-PD-18743 Selected Space Shuttle Payloads",
Program Development Branch Systems
Engineering Department Aerospace
Support Division, George C. Mar-
shall Space Flight Center.
50M02442 "ATM Material Control for Con-
Revision W tamination Due to Outgassing,"
March 1, 1972, George C. Marshall
Space Flight Center.
CR-61173 "Apollo Telescope Mount Extended
Applications Study Program - ATM
Contamination Study Final Report,"
March 10, 1967, Ball Brothers Re-
search Corporation.
83. ORBITER/PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION MDDEL
3.1 Surface Description - The Shuttle Orbiter and a repre-
sentativ Payload configuration was three dimensionally synthe-
sized on a CDC 6500 computer using a Scope 3.4 format system. The
maximum number of surfaces and/or nodes that can be defined using
this technique is 1100. The area of any one surface can be ac-
curately identified down to fractions of a square meter. However,
dependent upon the number of nodes available for surface definition
and the number of surfaces to be described, the minimum area size
must be considered a variable depending upon the resolution re-
quired and number of surfaces to be defined. It is possible to
separately subdivide any surface configuration and treat specific
cases singularly or uniquely.
For this study, the Shuttle Orbiter and representative Pay-
load were described geometrically by 114 basic surface shapes.
These surfaces were further subdivided into a total of 181 nodes.
The physical shape of the surfaces input to the model to define
the configurations are drawn graphically by scale computer plots
and will be discussed in the following section. These graphical
displays are used to verify the location and geometrical shape of
any specific surface or relationships between surfaces or con-
taminant sources.
Four.basic computer listings are developed with respect to
the configuration modeling. These listings provide the necessary
visibility to all the geometrical considerations used in estab-
lishing the model. Typical examples of these computer listings
are presented in Figures 1 through 4 . Descriptions of each
of these computer listings are presented below:
a. Surface orientation (input data), Figure I which
includes;
1) surface number (node number),
2) X, Y, Z coordinate,
3) rotation about major axes,
4) sensitive side of surface in question,
5) shadowing considerations,
6) surface optical characteristics,
7) surface type.
* CC~7AM SUTtL! CCW!DP9!NA??CH !TUOV
SURFACE CoDlo I~ful FLOCK
INPUT CARO COL. a1231.!676 1' 231.5670 P 231567 3 231.507 I 234 Me78I 231.9670 6 231.567 7 23M751 1 aOT P~it,. CLI O3 1 t. LABEL.
P 3-83.,191.9-ess sic 04P;CP90.910 I1I AA
CCII-' ltkft WING C FECTO !12 t
, 12. -1 2.513. DR
'AA
Pca.0. A1AD
CCV!* ... WINC TAIL FLAP AT M1.305074 Ste AA
?RASZ-O.. ,TFANJa-C. ,CC~w'eAV OPEP CflI1.CR ! 2C D
TYPE-CYLINrEF ,ACTIVEsINSICE ,LLPH* 1.0200C002 521 AA
pl.I 0. ,epI'A 7.CCQ0O0C2GPI's C. !22 to
Gt'AW t1OOOE402,NND' 2,tNN=: 1.ICSNs -a0 523 AA
P(C1ITIO0--4.?C0CE*C2, 0. ,C., 524 t
ROTZ * -C. , CTV 9.COCO. F0TO * 0 521 to
S SURiFK- 11.C,5-AC~eCT ,9SHPCE.BOTH4,PLPtL:-0. *EPISS9-0. !2( A
TQhNS-0. ,TPAN~Tz.C. ,CCH:' ENO D~ FV#PA DISK 527 A
TVPE--CTSC ,LCTIV.EcTCP ,ALPH: 0. 1 DA
'I1Is' 0. I0I .COCOE4CcII1 0. 529 L
G46X- 3.E1OOCE*02,I.M'. 100 tyV i,?CSN.-o . 50 PA
Pes! ION.-1..?00CC0EO, 0. ,0. !21 to
PCT7 -C. , ;CTV = 9.10cc. FOY), 0 532 AA
S SuPN= 13,c.SADS-CT, S&CE=9T4,LFIA--C. ,!VIS!SO0 533 '
TFANS.-0. ,IRANI.-0. CCP-0. I'PCSI FAV ARE# 3!k 53. A A
TvPE~orsc ,ACTI1.E.TOP ,ALPH= 0. !3! AL
QM'1IN= 0. QPI'LA 1.02000E*02.C-PIt, 0. 5 36 $A
Gt9AbI. 3e0C.2NL. tItdNY. I,ICSN' .0 S37 A
Pr1I1Ict= 2.3CC0CF*0;, 0. 0 C* 538 Do
4)CT 7 -C. , CTV -90.01C0. 9071 * . 539 AR
S S(UPFN- 122,59-AO =0T-,SHf3E=toTH4.hLFI.A.-C. 9E,.XSS*-0 51.0 to
TFht~5=-O. .IOLN!.-C. ,CCst* VE'lV W.E CONE , 51.1 AA
TVFE.PA0A9CLC1D,LCy11.E.OUT51DE,ALPH= C.130GIEsce 11.2 NA
Bltze 0. BA)-D 2.C.0C0E402,C?-1- 0. 51.3 $A
GrAX- 3.fOC0CF*O,hhV-i 4. Y l.!rSP. 1 5,44 1AprISITION. 2.CCOOOE+02, 0. ,-3.&C0(E4CI 54.5 to
qrT7 - -teC.0003, FCTV -90.00CC, 9CTY 51.0 A
S SUCFN=30,C~CI,1HC.oHsr.~0 ,'PS4-0 to
TYPE.CVLINCEO 4DC7TVE-CtT!l0E,ALPHz 7.0CO000*CI. 549 ARA
q"t 0. ,OHAO. #.C~E0.~'t:0 5 A
r.h.3.(J00CE*02,hN)-8 .,ktY- 1.,1C5N= I S51 At
PCSITIOt. 1..cc101'4C2 0. %-!.CCCSI 552 A
POT? z *IEC.3000, FCTY *-9 0 .ccca, rrTy 0. 113 1A$ * St);FIY. 31.0,1t-ADEz6CI ,95NLCE=0OTHJ,AtP.As-C. 9EP!S9-0C. 551. $A
Tj'b1S=-O. ,IRANI=-C. ,CCI=* 11(CC PARTIAL BlACK 555 At
TYP1.FARAPCLC!C,ACTII1.ICLTSICF,ALPI,. 7.C30C3Eet0 !!E tL
fl-lhz 2.6CIYCE'o?,fPAx. 2.7CJ03E.02,001t; C. 55? At
r4.AWT .EG3f32%) 1.,INYZ 4..0C I. I 50 AA
P'".ITICrN. ?.0clooicC?, C. ,C. Si 'AA
Figure 1 *Surface Orientation (Input Data) Computer Printout
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WO0EL u CO',AM STEP t SHUTfTLE CCNTAM INATICN STUODY
FORM FACTOR CALCULATIOH LINK.
(* !hOICATES 0OOE PAIR HAS EEEN SUOIVIOEO)
NOCE I NOOE J CCPPUTATION FE(!,JI FEfJI) .FAoiJ) F (I,J) SHAC. E SHAO. A CP TIME
w/SHAO NW/SHAO WSHAD WO/SHAO FACTCR FACTCR (SC)
5002 2031 CAL. .000110 .000000 .000110 .000110 1.000000 1.000000 17.281
5002 2021 CAL. .0C0 42 .00O0JC2 .0G0542 000542 1.0OC00 1.000000 17.691
$002 FF SUN ' .5410 ROW CP TIPE 3 17.697 *SPHERE I SPHERE
5003 20 CAL. .0C2241 .00009 .002241 .002241 1.000000 1.000000 .719
5003 11 CAL. *000664 .000000 .00064 .003543 .1871521 .187521 1.31?
5003 12 CAL. OC.000E67 .000300 *C01667 .001305 .510884 .!10 o4 1.540
5003 1 CAL. .0C6414 .000005 .COE41 .008372 .76E121 .766121 1.905
1003 143 CAL. 0CO0OS .003300 .CO3008 00)30 1.000CO 1.00000 2.107
5003 151 CAL. JC10-3 .000302 .034100 004 100G 1.000000 1. 0000 2.499
5003 152 CAL. *0(8511 COG004 .608511 .0J8511 1C000CC0 1.000030 2.652
5003 153 CAL. .1038e87 .000J02 .003887 ,003087 !.0O0000 1.C00000 2.823
5003 155 CAL. .006782 .030003 .C067862 .-0672 1.C0000 1.0G03000 3.0 0
5003 156 CAL. .0(8504 .000304 .8504 .0853'4 1.CC0(0000 1.000000 3.161
5003 15? CAL. 0C3267 C00002 .003267 .0032E?7 1.GCCOO 1.CO0000 3.344
5033 135 CAL. .J11281 .OjCJOS .011281 .011281 1.000000 1.00000 3.628
5003 182 CAL. .000453 .00000 .000.53 .004 1.0c00c00 1.CiCGJO 7.653
5003 771 CAL. .0(136 .CJ3O1 .001036 .001338 1.00000 1.303000 8.024
5303 772 CAL. .00975 .003301 ,01975 .*001975 1.000C00 1.003030 8.218
5003 773 CAL. .3C,26 .03003 CJO2f .i0.626 1.00CCC 1.003030 6.599
5003 774 CAL. .0C8262 .00005 .03t262 .00262 1.00000 1.000000 8.891
s]5003 775 CAL. .006769 .00OJO' .00E768 .06768 1.CCC000000 1. CJC00OO 9.297
5033 776 CAL. .00775? .000005 .037797 .00779 1.00.000 1.00000 9.0O4
5033 777 CAL. .003613 .000002 .CJ3615 .033615 1.000000 1.000000 9.009
5003 770 CAL. .0064 6 .0000,4 .C64e6 .006416 1.400000C 1.0 3000 10.005
5003 201 CAL. .0C1166 .C0331 .L0116 .00116 1.000000 1.0000C 30 10.664
5003 2031 CAL. .00313 .000300 .003313 .00313 1.000COO 1.003000 10.874
5003 2021 CAL. *001057 *000304 .0.1017 .00101 1.0J0oco 1.000000 11. . 44
5003 FF SUM .05"99 ROW CP TIPE : 11.449 *SPHERE I SPHERE
SeOs 20 CAL. .007642 .C00033 *C076?'2 .007642 1.0OO00 1.000000 1.253
5005 21 CAL. .016115 .000070 .016119 .016115 1.000000 1.00000C0 1.712
5005 11 CAL. .001780 O000001 001760 .012707 .138490 .138490 2.111
5005 12 CAL. .0052C0 .000302 .(05200 .007607 .683635 .683635 2.792
505 1 CAL. .0(8435 .000J07 .008435 .017476 .4 2694 .482694 3.520
5005 143 CAL. 0O52783 .300344 .ObS00 .091453 .7138C5 .713805 4.405
5005 14. CAL. .009073 .000014 .0)9070 .011973 .7515t .757581 4.842
50s5 4 CAL. .00190G6 .0003J3 .001996 .03 2880 .66J142 .~60142 5.236
5001 150 CAL. .083253 .CJOi,8 .083219 .08325S 1.000O00 1.00000 6.149
5035 151 CAL. .051017 .0C0029 .051017 .051017 1.000300 1.000000 6.109
5005 152 CAL . .00C0495 .000305 .(04 Cd0849S 1.000CC000 1.000000 6.865
SCs05 153 CAL. .0015e? .000G1 .001567 .00156? 1.00000 1.J00300 7.113
Figure 3 . View Factor Computer Printout
MODEL u CCNTAM STEP 1 SHUTTLE CCNTAMINATICN STUODY
PROCESSSIG OPERATION CATA
NODE I NODE J F(IJ) AREA THETI THETJ RA3IUS NORMAL VECTOR I PCSITIUN VECTCR I
5003 11t .000664 1.4E*01t 108.85 65.47 3.3197 E02 7.19E*00 -2.22E#00 1.23t401--2.94E402 4.4SE#Cl 9.88E*01
5003 12 .000667 1.44E+01 117.40 74.40 4.93880E*02 7.19E+00 -2.22E+00 1.23E+01 *2.94E*02 4.45E01 .688E*CI
5003 1 .006414 1.4E+01 68.10 69.41 3.44911E+02 7.19E00 -2.22E603 1.231*01 -2.94E+02 4.4SE+01 1.88E601
5003 143 .000008 1.44E+01 154.30 42.38 1.86590E+02 7.19E*00 -2.22E+00 1.23E*01 -2.94E*02 4.450E1 0.886101
5003 151 .(04100 1.44E*431 112.08 24.09 2.2.CE,0C2 7.19E*00 -2.22E#00 1.23E*01 -2.94E.02 4.4SE#Cl SE 8E+01
5003 152 .008511 1.44E+01 89.46 52.38 3.3354EE+02 7.19 E00 -2.22E+00 1.23E*01 -2.94E4G2 4.4,59'41 9.88,EC1
50C3 153 .03887 1.44E+01 79.19 65.07 4.83031#02 7.19E+00 -2.22E+00 1.23E+01 -2.941E*02 4.4CE*L 1  .88,E+015003 155 .006782 1.44E+01 123.45 43.59 1.9346CE*GZ2 7.19E+CO -2.22E100 i.23E*01 *2.94E*02 4.4SE*01 S.880401
5003 156 .038504 1.44E*01 93.50 63.45 3.13532E*02 7.19E+00 -2.221.03 1.23E301 -2.1E*¢ 4.SE+C1. 9.88E+01
5003 157 .003267 1..4E#01 81.63 72.64 4.69497L+02 7.19£400 -2.22E&00 1.23[401 -2.94EC2 4.4SE+01 9.88E+01
5003 135 ..01128J 1.44E+01 69.18 14.72 5.41718L*02 7.19Z*00 -2.22E+03 1.23E*01 -2.94E402 4.4SE*C1 i.8 8E*01
5003 182 .000453 1.44E*01 112.35 111.23 3.3354EE+02 7.19100 -2.22E0tC 1.23E431 -2.94E 02 4.4SE**Cl .88E*01
5003 771 .001036 1.44E+t01 71.86 86.07 4.015386e+02 7.191400 -2.22E.00 1.23E#01 -2.q4E.*2 4.4-E*01 S.e8E*01
5003 772 .001975 1.4 E*01 134.57 82.0. 1.967016402 7.19c4 00 -2.22E00 1.23E+.0± -2.942#02 4.49E*4C1 9.88E+01
5003 773 .004626 1.LE*01 71.87 67.71 4.34726+02 7.19E#00 -2.22U00 1.23E*01 -2.94E#+2 4.4E*01 S.880E*01
5033 774 .08262 1.44E*01 98.81 50.51 2.592901.02 7.t9E00 -2.22E.00 1.230+01 -2.94E*02 4.49SE4C1 S.83E#1CI
5003 775 .00E768 1.44E 01 79.03 69."J 3.915681.02 7.19E*00 .- 2.22E+600 1.23E*01 -2.94E*02 4.4E*G 9.88E*0t
5003 776 .007797 1.44E*01 124.60 40.48 1.777JI 402 7.19E#00 -2.221E00 1.23401 *2* 94E*02 4.4 E*(1 S.68E*015033 777 .03615 1.44E*01 76.86 81.23 3.7078E+402 7.19'E.00 -2.22E+00 1.236*01 -2.9s 02 4.4SE*01 9.PBE*OC
5003 778 .0364806 .1 4 01 138.37 63.17 1.25312.02 7.129*00 -2.221E00 1.236401 *2.9.94E*02 4.4i#*01 .e.CE01
5003 2001 .001166 1.44E*01 99.72 83.23 3.837631,E02 7.19E*00 -2.22E#00 1.232*08 -2.94E*02 4.4E*C1 5.8864ee1
5003 2031 .00C0313 1.44E*01 103.75 84.54 4.715.16 02 7.19E*00 -2.22E+40 1.23E+01 -2.S4E+02 4.4S+01 9.88E*C01
5003 2021 .001057 1.44t01 95.82 68.41 3.22591E#02 7.19E*00 -2.226.00 1.23E*601 -2.94E*02 4.~C+CI1 S.88E+01
5005 20 .007642 1.6LE*01 68.70 39.81 2.263541E*02 -8.026.00 2.48E400 -1.37E*01 -2.966.02 4.81E*01 1.00E*02
5005 21 .G0161t5 1.6 (E*01 51.99 16.50 1.81340E*02 -8.02E*00 2..8E+00 -1.37E+01 -2.96E+02 4.601E*C 1.OOE+02
5005 11 .001760 1.6CE+0 71.36 65.35 3.35201cA02 -8.C22E00 2. 8E+00 -1.27E401 -2.962E*02 4.81E40t 2.00E+02
5005 12 .C05200 1.60E*01 62.74 74.21 4.95733E402 -8.02600 2.46E+430 -1.37E*31 -2.96002 4.51E.C1 I.00E*02
5005 1 .Co8435 1.6(E*01 91.92 69.26 3.46b42E02 -8.02E+00 2.48E+00 -1.37E*01 -2.96E*02 4.681E*1 1.00E+02
5005 143 .065280 1.6 E+01 25.14 41.11 1.85584f6#2 -e.02E,00 2.4E8+00 -1.37E*1 -2.96bE*02 4.08tot 2.00E002
5005 144 .009070 1.6(E*01 26.53 66.33 3.35928E*02 -8.02E*00 2.4e400 -1.37E+01 -2.96t*02 4.81El: 1.00E+02
5005 4 .001906 1.6(E+01 31.51 75.12 4.33314E#02 -8.02E#00 2..8£E400 -1.37E*01 -2.96 02 4.81E*C1 1.00E+02
Sc005 150 .083259 1.6[E*01 40.96 24.41 2.27 3 tlE*02 *8.C2E#*00 2.4604E00 -1.37E*01 -2.06E*02 4.81E*1 1.00E*02
5005 151 .051017 1.6(E*01 68.35 24.89 2.28266E+02 -8.02E*00 2.48E600 -1.37E*01 *2.96E*0 2 4.81E*C 1.00E*02
5005 152 .00495 1.60601 90.56 52.12 3.3727CE0#02 -8.C£*00 2.48E*00 -1.37E+01 *2.6bE+ 0 2 4.8e0E1. .00E*025005 153 .001587 1.6CE+01 100.75 64.81 4.86463[#02 -6.C07?E000 2.46E*00 -1.37*01 -2.96E*02 4.81E0C1 1.00E*02
5005 154 .114068 1.6(E*01 4.18 44.37 1.945J3E*02 -8.02E#00 2.48E+00 -1.37E*01 -2.6E*602 4.01*C1 1.CCE02
5005 155 .078645 1.6(E+08 57.00 44.6? 1.915175EC2 -8.02E#00 2.486400 *1.37Et01 -2.S6E*02 4.81E*4C1 1.00E*02
5005 156 .010778 1.60E*0 86.56 63.90 3.16026L0 02 -8.02E#00 2.148E+00 -1.37-01 -2.96E*G2 4.816*1 2.00E*02
5005 157 .001932 1.6CE*01 98.35 72.?7 4.719036E*02 -8.02E*00 2.48£400 -1.37E*01 -2.9E*1.2 4.81E*0l 2.00E*02
5005 140 .109560 1.6E*01 45.39 39.07 2.23942E#02 -8.C2E*00 2.48e*00 -1.37E*01 -2.S6E*2 4.81E*01 0.00E*02
5QQS 135 .001873 1.6tE*01 110.72 15.02 5.L47310402 -8.02E+00 2.48000 -1.37001 -2.96E*02 4.81E*C! 1.00E+02
5005 182 .01977 1.60£*01 67.66 111.49 3.331P8E*G2 -8.C2E*00 2.'48.+00 -1.37 *01 -2.96E*0 4.8E*4C1 1.C00E C02
5005 771 .00260 1.60E*01 107.99 Z6.03 4.05252E+02 -8.02E100 2.48E600 -1.37E*01 -2.96E02 4.81(401 1.00E402
5005 7'72 .004916 1.6(E*01 75.74 82.33 2.02332E*C2 *8.02E6*00 2.48E*00 -1.37E*01 *-2.96E*02 4.E1E6 C1 1.00E*C2
scs5005 773 .00104.4 1.6{E*i 107.99 67.54 4.386431*02 -,-8.02E*00 2.4E000 -1.37E+01 -2.96E*02 4.81E*C1 1.00E*C02
Figure 4 • Surface Geometric Relationships Printout
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b. Surface description, Figure 2 , which includes;
1) surface number (node number),
2) word description,
3) surface area,
4) surface optical characteristics,
5) surface geometrical shape,
6) active surface,
7) comments.
c. View factor information, Figure 3 , which includes;
1) surface number (node I),
2) surface numbers in the field-of-view
(node J),
3) computation indicator (calculation per-
formed),
4) configuration factor, FE (I,J), which is
the fraction of mass leaving I capable of
striking J with shadowing,
5) configuration factor, FE (J,I), which is
the fraction of mass leaving J capable of
striking I with shadowing,
6) configuration factor FA (I,J) with shadowing
which is a nomenclature change and is the
same as the FE (I,J) factor,
7) configuration factor FA (I,J) which is the
fraction of mass leaving I capable of
striking J without shadowing (item 6 and 7
show difference due to shadowing),
8) shadow factor for the FE configuration factors,
9) shadow factor for a nomenclature change to
FA configuration factors,
10) accumulative computational time for perform-
ing the indicated calculation.
14
d. Surface geometric relationships, Figure 4, which
includes:
1) surface number (node I),
2) surface numbers in the field-of-view
(node J),
3) configuration factor, F (I,J), which is the
fraction of mass leaving I capable of strik-
ing J with shadowing,
/ 4) area of surface number (node I),
5) Thet I, angle a line from surface I center
to surface J center makes with respect to
node I surface normal,
6) Thet J, angle a line from surface J center
to surface I center makes with respect to
node J surface normal,
7) radius, the distance between node I and
node J center points in inches,
8) normal vector I is the (X,Y,Z) components
of surface normal node I whose magnitude is
node I surface area,
9) position vector I is the (X,Y,Z) coordinate
of node I center point.
These computer listings are related to the present Orbiter
and Payload model surfaces. As surface locations are changed,
surface definitions are changed, and as surfaces are subdivided
to obtain better resolution or surface definition, the various
factors presented will change depending upon the specific surface
impacted.
This systematic approach provides a unique approach to space-
craft contamination evaluation and begins to establish the basis
for a fundamental technical and programmatic background for timely
contamination control on the proposed Shuttle Payloads.
3.2 Graphic Display - As mentioned in the previous section,
the physical shapes of the surfaces input to the computer to define
the configuration are drawn graphically by scale computer plots.
These are used to verify the location and geometrical shape of any
specific surface or relationships between surfaces or contamination
sources.
15
/
Figures 5 through 9 are typical graphic displays drawn
by the coiputer. Figures 5 through 7 present normal configura-
tion drawings of a top view, side vie, ,and three dimensional
view, respectively. Figure 8 present -a configuration with the
typical Payload positioned and Figure 9 is an isolation display
showing the location of the 25 pound thrust Reaction Control Sub-
system vernier engine and evaporator exit planes.
;Figure 9 demonstrates an important aspect of the computer
model in that specific surfaces can be displayed whether they
are a source or a receiver and the spatial interaction can be
shown without addressing the entire configuration. This latter
point is useful in surface mapping a configuration for surface
and/or material categorization and location studies.
For graphic displays, the coordinate system has been posi-
tioned so that the size of the displays are maximized on the
cathode ray displays. Microfilm records of these displays are
also available and are on file for additional display copies as
required.
3.3 Payload Lines-of-Sight - In order to define the mass
and number column densities and the returned flux of the contami-
nants, a line-of-sight must be established for the Payload or
experiment surface in question. The contaminants along a given
line-of-sight will be a function of many variables. The major
variables are:
a. species of the contributing contaminants,
b. spatial and temporal nature of the contamination
sources,
c. location of the line-of-sight with respect to the
experiment bay (position of the Payload),
d. pointing requirements of the Payload,
e. emission rates and velocities of the contaminant
source.
For this study, the Payload was positioned approximately
three-quarters of the way aft in the Orbiter experiment bay.
This position was selected since it is the most representative
Y- - - - - h -I
Figure 5 .Graphic Display of Top.View of the Current Modeled Orbiter
Z
I
I
Ii
Figure 6 • Graphic Display of a Side View of the Current Modeled Orbiter
I/
ZY
I.
II
/
X
Figure 7 . Graphic Display of a Three Dimensional View of the Current Modeled Orbiter
Z/r
Y
x
Figure 8 . Graphic Display of Shuttle Orbiter with Representative Payload
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RCS VERNIER
X
Figure 9 . Graphic Display of Engine and Vent Surfaces
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of the payloads in question. Iniaddition, lines-of-sight were
establishied only with respect to this representative Payload and
its position in the experiment bay. Vith the sources modeled
and the relative symmetry of the sources considered, the mass
and number densities and the returned fluxes calculated along
any line-of-sight- with respect to a normal (+Z) direction and
to the position in the experiment bay will only vary slightly.
As more sources are added to the model and those sources which
may have more directional influence are added, the contaminants
along any given line-of-sight with respect to location in the
Orbiter experiment bay can be expected to show larger spatial vari-
ations. Those payloads whose pointing requirements include large
deviations from pointing along the +Z axis w ill see larger spatial
variations in the contaminant environment. Until more definitive
information is available concerning operational requirements of
the various payloads, the nature and extent of the sources are
better defined, and the geometries associated with the Orbiter
are better known, Payload lines-of-sight for one representative
Payload position are considered.
Nine lines-of-sight were established with respect to the
+Z axis. These lines-of-sight are:
a. zero degree line-of-sight (in the +Z direction),
b. fifty degree lines-of-sight (4 directions; forward
in the (+Z,+X), aft in the (+Z,-X), port in the
(+Z,+Y), and starboard in the (+Z,-Y) directions),
c. twenty-five degree lines-of-sight (2 directions;
port in the (+Z,+Y) and starboard in the (+Z,-Y)
directions),
d. forty-five degrees to the aft (2 directions both
port and starboard and fifty degrees from the normal
or -42 direction).
These basic lines-of-sight are graphically depicted in Figures 10
through 15 along with the line-of-sight designation number.
In order to develop mass and number column densities and
the returned flux along a given line-of-sight, a series of
interaction spheres are placed along the line-of-sight in
0+x
Figure 10. Zero Degree Line-of-Sight - LOS 00
0o
A
X
0 6e
Figure 11. Fifty Degree +Y Line-of-.Sight - LOS 02
gY
X
N N)
ie
i9
4' I e
*
* S
-
-
Figure 12. Twenty-five Degree +Y Line-of-Sight - LOS 03
A
x
Ln
04
0
00
Figure 13. Forty-five Degrees off +Y Towards 
-X and Fifty Degrees off +Z
Line-of-Sight - LOS 04
. ../ .. .. .
0.1
'9
AX
x
Nz "
* I
U I
S- - - - - - - - - -- Y
Figure 14. Fifty Degree +X Line-of-Sight - LOS 05
** 0 0
s*
-
-y
A*
CD
Z
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-Y
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Figure 15. Fifty Degree 
-X Line-of-Sight 
- LOS 06
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/f
question such that the spheres' diameters.fall within the field-
of-view of the Payload or sensitive subrface in question. These
spheres are extended out from the Orbiter until the induced at-
mosphere density falls approximately to that of the ambient at-
mosphere. Each sphere is treated as a surface just like that
previously described for geometrical modeling of the Orbiter and
representative Payload surfaces. View factors are calculated
for each sphere with respect to the surfaces the spheres see on
the Orbiter and Payload.
The flux arriving and subsequently the density of the in-
duced atmosphere is calculated for each sphere (Figure 16).
An interaction plane is developed at the center of each sphere
which is representative of the field-of-view of the surface in
question. This interaction plane acts as a source representing
the returned flux of contaminants colliding with the ambient at-
mosphere. As resolution is required (depending upon the field-
of-view of the surface in question, directional influence of the
source, and the interaction function with the ambient atmosphere),
the interaction spheres and planes are subdivided.
The integration along the line-of-sight for all the spheres
results in the definition of the mass column densities of con-
taminants. By knowing the physical makeup of the contaminants
(e.g. 0, 02, N2 , N20, CO2, etc.) in these mass column densities,
the n uer column densitiescan be defined for each constituent
of the induced atmosphere. This is also true for defining the
returned flux of the contaminants as they interact with the am-
bient atmosphere.
In the same manner, surface-to-surface deposition rates of
contaminants can be established as a function of surface tempera-
ture, lines-of-sight, and orbital altitude.
In many instances, the density of the induced environment
does not decrease uniformly with distance along a line-of-sight
because of point sources and shadowing considerations. This
rules out simple analytical approaches to the return flux cal-
culation and requires geometrical relations to be established
by a computer model to accurately assess the induced contami-
nant envi onment.
z _ 26.5o
DISC-
AMBIENT
\ EREFLECTION
SPHERE-NSITY DETERMINATION
DENSITY
I DETERMINATION
, -- -1330"
INSTRUMENT
GENERAL CONFIGURATION ENTRANCE PLANE
DISC AND SPHERE MODELING GEOMETRY.
00 LINE-OF-SIGHT
Figure 16. Graphic Display of Orbiter, Payload, and Interaction Spheres and Planes Used to
Calculate Contaminant Levels Along Given Lines-of-Sight
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As mentioned previously, the interaction spheres were estab-
lished to basically encompass the fields-of-view of the majority
of the Payloads. By using this technique, the mass and number
column densities can be calculated along a given line-of-sight
with sufficient fidelity to be representative. However, for the
case of deposition from the returned flux, the phenomena is not
necessarily a point source response and deposition over an en-
tire optic or in fact over the internal walls of a telescope such
as the infrared telescope can equally degrade the performance of
the system. Therefore, interaction planes are established at each
interaction sphere which are extended to encompass the entire
field of a typical limiting system such as an f/2 telescope. By
using this technique, not only that mass capable of being directly
in the field-of-view can be accounted for but that which is off
axis and can intercept the entire optic or the internal walls of
a typical telescope can also be accounted for. As the f number
of a telescope or system increases (e.g., f/16, f/20, etc.), the
percentage of mass capable of impinging internal to the telescope
decreases proportional to the f number.
In addition, this technique allows the mass or flux arriving
not only at the bottom of the telescope to be established but that
reaching the aperture of the system to be equally assessed. This
latter point is important in assessing the effectiveness of aper-
ture windows, doors, and sun shields. This is graphically repre-
sented in Figure 16.
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4. SOURCES
4.1 General Discussion - A rev:,.ew was conducted of all
availabie Qocumentation for identification of potential Orbiter
contamination sources. As a result of- this review, the potential
contaminant sources were broken up into four categories. These
categories are major sources, other Orbiter sources, reflections
and resublimation from Orbiter surfaces, and boost and reentry
sources. These categories were chosen to represent basically
different levels of contamination, unique geometric influences,
and different phases of operational activities.
In many instances, the available information was insuffi-
cient in detail to uniquely model or define specifically. How-
ever, based upon Skylab experience and results, those sources
where detailed information was not available were treated in a
similar manner as on the Skylab program.
The following sections discuss each of the above potential
sources considered and presents where applicable the physical
relationships modeled.
4.2 Major Sources - The major sources considered for this
study were:
a. -outgassing,
b. offgassing,
c. leakage,
d. evaporator,
e. Reaction Control Subsystem (RCS) 25 lb vernier engines,
f. the returned flux reflecting from the ambient environ-
ment.
These sources represent the largest contributors to the induced
environment either steady state or transient in nature. The con-
taminant quantities, source locations, emission rates, chemical
composition, and emission patterns are detailed for these sources.
For this study, the difference between outgassing and off-
gassing is defined as: outgassing is that contribution which comes
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from the material bulk characteristics and is long term in nature.
Offgassing is related to the volatiles which are either adsorbed
to the material and/or carried in the preparation of a material
and boil off very rapidly when exposed t vacuum.
The other contaminant sources mentioned later in this
section must eventually be quantitatively analyzed and considered
in a total Payload/Orbiter contamination analyses. At present,
their impact has been assessed to be less significant than the
major sources or design and test data is insufficient at this time
to perform more than a qualitative analysis.
4.2.1 Outgassing - The molecular emission from non-
metallic materials exposed to the vacuum environment of space
will be one of the most significant contributors to the contami-
nant environment of the Shuttle Orbiter and Payloads whether the
Payloads are free flyers or flown in the sortie mode. The majority
of deposition observed on Skylab was the result of outgassing from
non-metallic materials. Even though these materials were basically
controlled to specifications contained in the NASA 50MO2442 docu-
ment, the long term nature of this bulk outgassing rate contributes
significantly to the deposition on spacecraft surfaces. For the
majority of Shuttle Orbiter and Payload surfaces, their temperatures
will essentially be the same as on Skylab for similar attitudes and
will see approximately the same deposition rates for comparable
source characteristics.
Although the majority of the Orbiter surfaces will be covered
with carbon and/or ceramic coated silica tiles, the adhesive cover-
ing required to bond these materials may represent a significant
outgassing source. In addition, when a Payload becomes operational,
the experiment bay doors will have to be open exposing a signifi-
cant area of the Orbiter which will not be ceramic tiles and ex-
posing typical non-metallic materials. During on orbit operations
this potential outgassing source consists of approximately 3300 ft
2
out of approximately 7200 ft2 of exposed surface area to the verti-
cal or +Z direction of the Orbiter. In addition, a Payload can
contribute up to 1200 ft2 of exposed external surface area to the
total exposed non-metallic surface area of the Orbiter/Payload.
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The Orbiter Thermal Protection Subsystem (TPS) consists
of materials applied externally to th primnary itructural shell
of the rbiter covering approximately'1i,600 ft out of a total
of 12,961 ft2 . In addition to relatively small areas such as
thermal pane windows and thermal seals, the major portion con-
sists of three separate types of material coverings including
Low Temperature Reusable Surface Insulation (LRSI), High Tempera-
ture Reusable Surface Insulation (HRSI), and Reinforced Carbon-
Carbon (RCC) (see Figure 17). The LRSI and HRSI are very simi-
lar in composition, differing only in thickness and thermal
barrier characteristics. Both consist of silica tiles coated
with RSI ceramic coating (hydrophobic treatment with silicone
resin) bonded to the Orbiter structural shell with RTV 560 ad-
hesive .01" to .015" in thickness. Joint gaps between each in-
dividual tile of 0.050+0.015" allow for tile expansion during
periods of high temperature extremes and provide "escape routes"
for outgassed material to the external environment. These tile
expansion gaps can also trap or adsorb material as a result of
ground handling, trap material from the Solid Rocket Booster
Motor (SRBM) .staging, and provide a geometry where trapped ma-
terial may slowly diffuse. This latter condition is important
in assessing the short term offgassing characteristics and the
long term outgassing of the bonding material.
RSI -tiles > 0.75" thick in addition incorporate tile gap
thermal barrier strips running along each joint partially seal-
ing the outgassant escape routes. HRSI is used basically on the
Orbiter lower surfaces, the nose cone area, and vertical stabi-
lizer leading edge (4555 ft2 ) while LRSI covers essentially all
of the Orbiter upper surfaces (6482 ft2). RCC is used only in
areas of very high temperature extremes (>23000F) such 2s the
nose cone and leading edges of the Orbiter Wings (563 ft ). By
far, the largest outgassant source from the TPS will be the RTV
560 adhesive used with the RSI tiles. RTVs characteristically
demonstrate an initial stealy-state outgassing rate (OGR) of
approximately 1 X 10-8 g/cm /second at 1000 C. This rate will
be attenuated due to tile geometry .nd ad esive location6 con-
sequently a uniform OGR of 5 X 10"u g/cm /second at 100 C was
assumed for all TPS surfaces in the modeling effort. Depending
upon the bonding nature of the RTV compound used, the geometries
associated with the tiles, and the repented variety of thermal
LESS-NOSE SECTION LESS-WING SECTION HRSI & LRSI
HRSI FORWARD SPAR PLANE IML HRSI COATING SILICA TILE
INSULATION ACCESS PANEL (HRSI) AERO 0.050 + (9 + I LB/FT 3 ) (TYP)-
SUPPORT ALUMINUM BULKHEAD REINFORCED CARBON ML 0.015 STRUCT 0.050 +
LANDING U LA
V ,. o.o,
SREOPARATNI)ON
GEAR PL
DOOR P HRSI t
ALUM s TRUCT 
_T
R CT H E R M A L o 1 L S R C
A P FILLER HRSI AL STRUCT MI. 0.015 RTV BONDR.-"THERMAbARRIER O 15 RTV BOND
GAP -. TILE GAP 0.090 STRAIN ISOL.. PAD
FILLER THERMAL OVER FLUSH FASTENERSFILLER/
BARRIER 0.160 STRAIN ISOL PAO
T RNA -CHIN PANEL 7 0.010 RTV BOND OVER PROTRUDING HEAD
INTERNAL LANDING GEAR OML FASTENERS
INSULATION DOUR ATTACH HRSI IML WHERE t 0.O75 WHERE t <.75
140B CONFIGURATION
TPS AREA (FT2 ) WT (LB)
HRSI / UPPER LRSI 6,482 4,685
/ SURFACE HRSI 4,555 10,785
RCC 563 3,965 HRS/
TOTAL 11,600 19,985 .
LOWER 
-XINCLUDES 550-LB BASE HEAT SHIELD
AND HINGE LINE INSULATIONi
HRSI
RCC NOSE CAP, GEAR 0
RCC WING LE DOOR, & CHIN PANEL 
--
Ref. SD 72-S-i-0071B Orbiter
Definition Handbook,
R.I., 2/4/74
Figure 17. Orbiter Thermal Protection Subsystem Configuration
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environments seen by the Orbiter, this outgassing rate may be
high but it is within the range generally specified for materials
which have been considered as space qualified. RTV 568 is currently
being considered to replace the RTV 560.. RTV 568 demonstrates a
much lower outgassing rate and should reduce the levels of contamin-
ation due to outgassing significantly.
Molecular emission patterns will closely follow a cosine
law distribution and emission velocities have been considered the
"most probable" thermal velocities as detailed later in this
section.
During nearly all Shuttle Orbital operations, the experiment
bay doors are in an open position allowing the active thermal con-
trol system space radiators to be constantly exposed to space vacuum
(sle Figure 18). These radiators have a total surface area of 2040
ft (1440 ft2 effective area) of w~ ich 1360 2ft 2 (1030 ft
2 effective)
faces in a +Z direction and 680 ft (410 ft effective) radiates
essentially in a -Z direction. These surfaces most likely will be
coated with a bonded silvered Teflon. Since the bonding mechanisms
and overall outgassing characteristics are as yet unknown for
the silvered Teflon, for modeling purposes a white thermal control
paint was assumed. Either Z93 which is a potassium silicate bonded
zinc oxide and has a characteristic initial steady state outgassing
rate of 9 X 10-11 g/cm 2 /second at 100 0C or S13G which is a silicone
(RTV 602) with zinc oxide pigment having a rate of I x 10-8 g/cm
2/
second at 1000C might be used. In either case, the radiators will
be potential contaminant sources not only while the experiment bay
doors are open but also with the doors closed and the bay evacuated.
In modeling these surfaces, an initial steady state outgass-
ing rate of 5 X 10-10 g/cm 2/second at 1000C was also assumed as
with previously mentioned parameters characteristic to outgassing
sources of the Orbiter surface.
For specific payloads, the experiment bay inboard cavity
lower half will be enclosed with an experiment bay liner for con-
tamination control and insulation. For this study, the liner is
assumed to be a multi-layered, polyester adhesive bonded fabric
which covers an approximate area of 1413 ft2 . Listed below are
the various laminations and their respective thicknesses for the
experiment bay liner considered.
Material Thickness (MILS)
Teflon Film 1.0
Vacuum Deposited Aluminum 0.05
Polyester Adhesive 0.3
SPACE RADIATOR P LS
DEPLOYED (515 F. EFFECTIVE
AREA PER SIDE UPPER
SURFACES) ....
5 EDEPLOYED HEAT
205 FT EFFECTIVEAREA PER SDE SHIELD (BOTH SIDES)
(LOWER SURFACES)
Figure 18. Active Thermal Control System Radiator Configuration
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Kapton Polyimide Film 1.0
Polyester Adhesive 0.6
PRD49-IV Plain Weave Cloth 4.3
Polyester Adhesive 0.6
Kapton Polyimide Film 1.0
TOTAL 8.85
The forward half of the experiment bay liner is backed by 20 layers
of multilayered insulation and the aft half is backed by 2.5 inches
of bulk insulation. Although Teflon and Kapton characteristically
have very low outgassing rates, the adhesives and insulations will
outgas and escape through seams and joints as well as any adsorbed
material which will be trapped in the experiment bay liner from
ground handling and as a result of the launch and reentry phases.
Considering the configuration and composition of the experiment
bay liner, an initial steady-state outgassing rate of 1 X 10- 11
g/cm /second appears valid for temperatures of 100 C.
The forward and aft ends of the experiment bay (X = 576 and
1307 respectively) are covered with 2 inches of TG 15008 bulk
insulation packaged in a manner unknown at this time. The area
of each bulkhead is approximately 177 ft2 . The inboard surfaces
of the TG 15000 are covered with Orcon aluminized fabric which
contains numerous air breathing holes covered with filter cloth
and will allow contaminants trapped behind the liner (i.e. out-
gassants and cabin atmosphere leakage) to pass through the liner
and eventually be emitted to space through the joints in the bulk-
head and past the window and hatch seals on the forward bulkhead.
Outgassing from the bulkhead liners will also be relatively low
on the order of 1 X 10-11 g!cm 2/second for the surfaces at 1000C.
The outgassing rates of the aforementioned Shuttle non-
metallic materials exposed to space vacuum are inherently dependent
upon several factors including surface temperature variations and
extremes, accumulative exposure times to space environment, physical
and chemical characteristics of the individual materials, and pre-
cure procedures employed. To accurately describe the source
characteristics of an outgassing surface, specific tests must be
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conducted and where possible specific surface geometries must
be included as in the case of the RSI tiles and their respective
gaps exposiug the RTV bonding material;
For the purposes of this study, t interated initial
steady state outgassing rate of 5 X 10. g/cm /second for all
surfaces at 1000 C was assumed to be representative of outgassing
as a contaminant source. This incorporates an estimate that 10%
of the total Orbiter exterior surface will outgas.
Skylab contamination modeling demonstrated that the out-
gassing rate of a vacuum exposed non-metallic material varies
exponentially with surface temperature and exposure time described
by the relationship:
T-100
-t/T 29
OGR = OGR 1 0 0  (e )(e 29 )
2
where; OGR = Outgassing rate in g/cm /second,
OGR100 = Initial steady-state OGR at 1000 C,
t = Time in hours of vacuum exposure,
.- 7 - Time in hours for OGR to decay to I/e
(.368) of its initial value for space
vehicles having orbits similar to Skylab
7 = 4100 hours,
T. = Temperature of the outgassing surface
in degrees centigrade.
Outgassing molecules demonstrati a distribution representative of
the Lambert cosine law (cos 6/r , where 0 is the angle from the
surface normal and r is the distance from the surface to the point
of interest within the distribution). Outgassing will be a con-
tinuous source of contamination throughout the entire on orbit
periods of Shuttle missions varying with the previously mentioned
parameters. The velocity at which the outgassants will leave a sur-
face will depend upon the surface temperature and the molecular
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weight of the outgassed species. The most probable velocity for
outgassed molecules will be:
V = 2RT =  129 TMM
where;
V = Velocity of the outgassants in meters/
second,
T = Temperature of the outgassants in degrees
Kelvin,
M = Molecular weight of the outgassants (M=100).
The major constituents and molecular weights of the outgassants
are of course dependent upon the materials used on the Shuttle
Orbiter and the Payloads. These include RTVs from binders, paints,
and sealants, and breakdown of long hydrocarbon organic chains.
Because of the wide variety of potential outgassants, an average
molecular weight of 100 was assumed for this study.
4.2.2 Offgassin& - Most non-metallic materials such as
RTVs demonstrate a period of relatively high weight loss upon
initial exposure to vacuum before reaching a characteristic steady
state outgassing rate. During manufacture, assembly, ground handling,
and launch facility and refurbishment; operations liquids such as
solvents, chemicals for special processing, and water vapor (at-
mospheric or otherwise) will become entrapped or absorbed into the
external cavities of non-metallic materials and in some cases metal
surfaces (e.g. TPS tile joints and porous surface materials). In
addition, adsorbed light gases and high vapor pressure materials
used in application processes will also be present on externally
exposed surfaces. These in addition to others are treated as a
single source, offgassing, uniformly distributed over all Orbiter
surfaces. These entrapped and adsorbed substances are considered
to offgas for only the first 100 hours of vacuum-exposure with an
exponentially decreasing rate. An Orbiter material used exten-
sively over the vehicle which demonstratos this offgassing
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phenomena quite vividly is the RTV 560 adhesive used on the TPS.
Vacuum chamber weight loss tests (see Figure 19) for this material
held at 24'C indicates a time dependeutt relationship at a con-
stant temperature for the offgassing rate to be:
FR2 4  = 2.62e -0.0714t -0.0105tOF114oC .6  + 3.0e
where;
OFR4oC = Offgassing rate at 240 C in g/cm2
-8 g c
second X 10 ,
t = Time in hours of exposure.
As with outgassing, the offgassing rate is a function of the
surface temperature. Therefore, the offgassing rate at any tempera-
ture will be:
OFRT 2e-0.0714t 37.2-0.0105t T-1 0 0
OFR= +37.2e 29
where;
OFRT = Offgassing rate as function of qrface
temperature in g/cm /second X 10" J,
(One percent of all surfaces are assumed
to be capable of offgassing so the above
exponent is 10-10.)
Other parameters of offgassing will be similar to those of out-
gassing: e.g the plume distribution from the source surface will
be a cos 0/r function and the molecules will be emitted with a
velocity of:
v =  129 T
AM
where;
v = Velocity of the offgassing molecules in
meter/second,
T = Temperature in degrees Kelvin,
M =blecular weight (M=18 assumed).
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Figure 19. Offgassing Rate as a Function of Exposure Time to Vacuum
for RTV 560 Binder
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4.2.3 Leakage - Leakage from the crew compartments of the
Shuttle Crbiter will continuously emerge from structural seams,
hatches, microscopic cracks, and seals around support hardware
such as instrumentation feed-throughs. The crew compartments
will be pressurized to 14.7 psia with 0 I/N and the nominal leak-
age rate is estimated to be approximately lbs/day. The Skylab
leak rate was specified to 14 lbs/day and the measured value dur-
ing the mission was approximately 3.75 lb/day. However, the Sky-
lab internal environment pressure was approximately 5 psia. The
factor of 3 higher in environment pressure for the Orbiter plus
the continued relaunching and reentry of the Orbiter may create
a larger leak rate than that already stated.
Leakage contaminants from these compartmez:ts will consist
primarily of: 1) normal atmospheric gases; 2) internal materials
and black box outgassing products; 3) astronaut by-products;
4) frictional erosion creating particles from materials subject
to abrasion; and 5) evaporation from liquid sources.
The normal cabin atmosphere will not condense on most of
the Orbiter and Orbiter/Payload surfaces since these gases have
triple points which are considerably lower than the lowest sur-
face temperature of the Orbiter. However, the potential of con-
densation will exist for such cryogenically cooled surfaces as
employed in the infrared telescope Payloads and associated sub-
systems. The second source of leakage products is from outgassed
materials in the crew compartment interior. Although most in-
ternal materials will outgas at a much lower rate than those ex-
ternal to the spacecraft, some of the electronic components which
operate at elevated temperatures will outgas at significant rates.
In any case, total contribution from this source to the contami-
nant environment will be negligible. The third source, astronaut
by-products, are elements and compounds such as CO2 emitted orally
and dermally plus flatus and some fecal and urine products which
escape their containera. The fourth source, frictional erosion
particles, will in the majority of cases be too large to pass
through microscopic leakage orifices and will be removed from the
cabin atmosphere through the Environmental Control Life Support
System (ECLSS) debris filters. The last source identified is
water vapor evaporated from liquid sources. Much of this moisture
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will be collected by the ECLSS condensate system along with
various condensable and water soluble products in the atmosphere
(although approximately 0.076 lb/day of.water vapor will be
allowed to leak overboard).
Since the bulkhead between the cabin area and the experiment
bay area represents a probable area for cabin leakage, the leakage
was modeled assuming that the total 7 lbs/day leakage from the for-
-----ward experiment bay bulkhead which includes a 4C" diameter EVA
hatch, a 16" diameter window, and numerous instrumentation feed-2
throughs. The effluents were assumed to be emitted in a cos 0/r
distribution in an aft direction from that surface. The actual
amount that will leak from this area will require a further analysis
of the cabin structure for most probable leakage points. Of the
7 lb/day leakage, the following constituents and fraction of mass
flow rate were modeled:
Constituent Mass Flow Rate
02  1.625 lb/day
N2  5.229 lb/day
H20 0.076 lb/day2
CO2  0.070 lb/day
Leakage will be emitted in molecular form having a most probable
velocity based on the molecular weight (M) of the individual con-
stituents and assuming a cabin environment temperature of 250C
where:
v= 2R T - 22200 MM 
1
v = 413 meters/second (assuming
average M = 29)
4.2.4 Evaporator - During the normal Orbiter fuel cell
operation, the fuel cell will generate approximately 158 lbs of
excess H20/day which will be expelled overboard through the
evaporator vent system. The evaporator system will flash evapo-
rate this excess water and will eject the resulting vapor to
space through two non-propulsive supersonic nozzles. The exact
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locations of these nozzles are as yet to be determined. There-
fore, t.hree of the prime option locationv were investigated in
this sttdy. Figure 20 depicts the caididate locations of the
supersonic nozzles along with the Orbiter station number desig-
nators for each evaporator nozzle location. The vent system
will be in operation on the average of 60% of all on orbit time
during which it will flow at a rate of approximately 11 lbs
H0/hour (5.5 lbs/hr/vent). Through vacuum chamber testing of
thfe evaporator vent system at Jo nson Space Center (JSC) and
from a semi-empirical analysis(l), the plume distribution from
any one of the supersonic nozzles was determined to be:
F(r, ) =N c (co s )  ; -<0<
r
where; N
? = 6.272,
S= Angle between nozzle centerline and point
of interest within the plume,
r = Distance between nozzle and point of
interest within the plume,
S= Molecular flowrate = 5.5 lb/hr = 6.95 X 10- 1
g/second.
therefore; F(r, 6) = 0.812 (cos 0 )6.272
r
2
The plume distribution as determined during the Supersonic
Nozzle/Plume Test in Chamber A at JSC in June 1973 is depicted in
Figure 21 for a nominal flowrate of 16 lbs 11 H20[/hr. This flowrate
is nearly 3 times higher than the per nozzle rates now anticipated
from the evaporator vent system, but the resulting distribution
should be representative. In addition, this test indicated that
(1) Naumn-mn, R.J., '"Column Densities Resl-ting from Shuttle
Subli: iator/Evaporator Operation," NAS-TM-X-64794, October 1973.
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Figure 20. Candidate Evaporator Locations
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Figure 21. Impact Pressure Data - Supersonic Evaporator Nozzle
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the fraction of mass expanding to angles >900 varies between
0.001 ad 0.002 for differing nozzle lengths.
Molecular velocities of the expelled water vapor were modeled
using the mean radial velocity relationship:
v = 27 RT
(y-1)M
where: = p/c = 1.4,
/cv
R =  Universal Gas Constant,
T = 273 degrees, Kelvin,
M = Molecular weight = 18 g/mole water
therefore; v2 730oK = 1003 meters/second
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4.2.5 Reaction Control Subsystem (RCS) Vernier Engines -
The RCS engines considered for this study were the six 25 lb
thrust vernier engines. The forty 900.1b thrust thrusters were
not modeled or considered. These engines will mainly be used
for major orbital station keeping and will not be used operationally
for day-to-day on orbit station keeping. However, the 900 lb
thrusters could contribute significantly to deposition on the
Orbiter external surfaces and on Free Flying Payload surfaces during
deployment which in turn will desorb over a period of time and may
contribute to establishing on orbit constraints with respect to
the operational measuring time of particular Payloads. Figure 22
shows the location and orientation of the Orbiter Reaction Con-
trol Subsystem engines.
Figure 23 shows the location and schematically the forward
flow fields for the 25 lb vernier RCS engines. Two 25 lb thrust
verniers are located forward of the Orbiter cabin one on each side
of the Orbiter. These engines exhaust down (-Z direction) from
the Orbiter. There are no Orbiter surfaces in the direct field-
of-view of these engines. However in side and back flow, these
engines can contribute to mass column densities and deposit on
some Orbiter surfaces.
Four 25 lb thrust verniers are located aft near the Orbital
Manuevering Subsystem (OMS) with two engines on each side of the
Orbiter. Each set of these verniers are positioned such that one
engine on both sides thrusts in the downward direction (-Z direc-
tion) as the forward verniers. The remaining two verniers each
thrust away from the Orbiter in the port (+Y) and the starboard
(-Y) direction. These rear vernier engines have the capability,
of directly impinging upon principal Orbiter surfaces. In par-
ticular, the aft downward firing (-Z) thrusters can impinge upon
a considerable amount of the Orbiter Wing area thus presenting an
additional contaminant source in reflection and deposition from
these vernier engines.
At present there is insufficient information available re-
garding the specific design of these engines to justify a de-
tailed analysis of the exhaust flow fields beyond that used in
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Figure 22. Orbiter Reaction Control Subsystem
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Figure 23. Reaction Control Subsystem 25 lb Thrust Vernier Locations
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this study. Modeling of the flow fields was based upon a scaled
down vErsion of the Skylab Marqi dt -R-4D N2 04 /MMH 100 lb engine.
An approach developed by Simons was modified to establish a
closed form analytical representation for the mass contained in
the engine flow field for angles from 00 to 1400 from the engine
centerline. These angles encompass the major portion of the
vernier engine flow field mass which can either reflect or de-
posit on Orbiter surfaces and contribute significantly to the
induced environment. eyond 1400, the experimental data of
Chirivella and Simon (2 indicate the mass flux may approach a
constant value becoming independent of 0. This observation was
injected into the present study by modifying the model of Simons (1 )
so that it predicted a constant mass flux in the plume for angles
greater than 1400 up to 1800.
From the modified approach of Simons, the mass flux from
the 25 lb vernier RCS engines using the R-4D similarity for
0 0angles between 0 and 400 and between 40 and 1400 from the engine
centerline becomes:
for 00< 0< 400
0 2 6
m = 3.7/ r2 Cos( r/2 6/0 J8. 6 5
where;
= Mass flux rate in g/cm 2/second,
r = Distance from the exit plane of the engine
nozzle in inches,
0.= 1150
0 = Angle in degrees between 00 and 400 from
the engine centerline.
(1) Simons, G.A.: "Effect of Nozzle Boundry Layers on Rocket Ex-
haust Plumes," AIAA Journal, Vol. 10, No. 11, November 1972
(2) Chirivella, J.E. and Simon, E.: " ilecular Flux Measurements
in the Back Flow Region of a Nozzl Plume," J.P.L., JANNAF 7th
Plume Technology Meeting, April 1973
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for 400 <:5 1400
wh.re,
o 2 -0.0467 ( 0-400)
m= (0.9)/r e
where;
o 2
m = Mass flux rate in g/cm/second,
r = Distance from the exit plane of the
engine nozzle in inches,
O = Angle from the centerline of the engine
in degrees for0 > 400.
For the back flow regions, the mass flux between 1400 and
1800 from the engine centerline becomes:
for 1400<05 1800
o 2 -4.67
m 0.9/r e
where;
Ms 2
m Mass flux rate in g/cm /second,
r = Distance from the exit plane of the
engine nozzle in inches.
A mean velocity of 3,505 m/second was assumed for this study.
An estimate of the species concentrations in the RCS vernier
engine plumes is given below:
Constituent Mole Fractions for an O/F Ratio of 1.636(1)
CO 0.12861
CO2  0.04160
H 0.01163
H2  0.16313
() Ratliff, A. W.; Auden, B. J. and Thornbill, D. D.: "Analysis
of Exhaust Plumes from Skylab--Configuration R-4D Attitude
Control Motors," LMSC/HREC D162171, March 1971.
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0 0.33876
N 0.00C62
N2  0.30933
0 0.00027
OH 0.00582
02 0.0023
No consideration was given in this study to the potential .
of condensation in the flow fields of the vernier engines. As
mentioned previously, these results are subject to the assumption
that the Orbiter vernier engines are similar in design to the
Skylab R-4D engines scaled down. Depending upon the Orbiter
RCS engine injector design, the resulting flow fields will be
subject to changes as a result of oxidizer to fuel striation
thus providing unique flow fields which may not be adequately
represented by the Skylab R-4D plumes. However, reasonably good
contamination effects data from Skylab RCS engine in flight de-
position measurements and correlation with pre-Skylab mission
ground tests programs exists to base a preliminary RCS vernier
contamination impact analysis on Shuttle Payloads.
4.2.6 Returned Flux - With some Shuttle Payloads operating
at considerably lower orbital altitudes (200 km) than Skylab
(435 km) and with cryogenically cooled Payloads, the returned
contaminants as a result of interacting with the ambient orbital
environment represents a potential significant source.
The returned flux of contaminants will be a function of a
number of variables. These are:
a. the molecular size and weight of the contaminants
leaving the Orbiter,
b. the velocity at which the contaminants leave the
Orbiter,
c. the density and molecular size of the ambient at-
mosphere,
d. the orbital altitude,
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e. the attitude of the Orbiter and the Payload with re-
spect to the velocity vector€ of the ambient atmosphere,
f. the temperature of the surfaces of the Orbiter and the
Payloads,
g. the source locations and flux rates which comprise
the induced environment.
Figure 24 shows how the return flux rate varies as a func-
tion of orbital altitude. At Skylab altitudes (435 km), the re-
turn flux is a factor of 52.7 less than at a 200 km altitude for
a given mass column density along an experiment line-of-sight.
The return flux is directly related to the number density of the
ambient atmosphere.
The medium density at a given altitude is used in the
modeling. This value will vary between orbital daytime and high
sunspot activity and for orbital nighttime and low sunspot activity.1 0
At 200 km, the ambient molecular density can vary between 109 and 10
molecules/cm . At 435 km, the molecular density may vary between
107 and 108 molecules/cm3 . A medium lensity of 1.3 X 108 molecules/cm3
at 435 kmn and 6.85 X 109 molecules/cm at 200 km has been used in
return flux calculations.
As discussed in Section 3.3, the returned flux is computed
from .the interaction planes positioned at the collecting sphere
locations. The density calculated at each location is allowed to
interact with the ambient atmosphere so that a collision frequency
for a specific contaminant molecule is established. The scattered
molecules are emitted in a cos 0 distribution that is aligned along
the velocity vector or equivalently, with respect to the ambient
molecule direction. Through geometry consideration, the fraction
of the scattered contaminant molecules that can reach the repre-
sentative payload is determined.
For any given line-of-sight, the returned flux of contami-
nants for that line-of-sight will vary sinusoidally. Solar oriented
Payloads in attitudes similar to Skylab will see the returned
flux in the mode as the Orbiter comes from orbital midnight to
orbital noon. The point of orbital sunrise will be the point of
maximum returned flux of the ram condition as the velocity vector
is aligned along the line-of-sight towards the Payload. This
would also be the period of maximum flux since the Orbiter/Payload
surfaces are warming due to solar exposure and are outgassing at
a higher rate.
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Figure 24. Return Flux as a Function of Orbital Altitude
Normalized to 435 Kilometers
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Just the opposite will be true for those Payloads whose
viewing requirements require anti-solar lines-of-sight. In this
case, maximum ram will occur at orbital sunset with the fluxes
at a minimum since the Orbiter/Payload su-:faces will be cooling
and not outgassing as heavily. However sources not dependent on
vehicle surface temperatures will have the same impact as the
solar oriented case mentioned above.
Before a more detailed analysis can be performed, the
pointing requirements for an experiment with respect to the
velocity vector and the vehicle must be accurately determined.
4.2.7 Summary of Major Sources - Presented in Table I is
a summary of the major sources modeled. This summary presents
the duration/frequency, constituents, plume shape function,
velocity, and size parameter for each of the sources modeled.
Those secondary sources such as reflections and resublima-
tion from the Orbit r surfaces are a function of the model
geometry, a cos O/r distribution in reflection, the flowrate
defined by the particular source, and a corresponding plume shape
function as given in Table I. These sources are not defined
discretely since the geometrical relationship of the model pre-
clude listing all the surface interactions in this report to
define this type source.
Table I Major Sources Summary ... _
Major Duration/ Flowrate Constituents Plume Shapa Velocity Size
Sources Frequency Function Parameter
-10 -t/4100
5x10  e  Hydrocarbon 2 Molecular Avg.
Outgassing Continuous r-100Y292 chain fragments, cos 0 /r 12.9 m/sec
e g/cm /sec chain fragments07N M100(10%) RTV's,etc.  =
32e" 0 7 14 t +
Continuous (325e 0 7 1 4 t Water 2 Molecular Avg,
0ff i for first 100 .372e 0105t] light gases cos0 /r 30.4 I m/ase
gasng hours on- (T-100)/29 Volatiles M = 18
orbit
g/cm2/sec x 10"a
* -60% of 6.272 Molecular
Evaporator (2) on-orbit 5.5 lb/hr/vent Water (cos 0) r272  1003 m/sec
Time M =18
Ln
-.4
0
Cabikn Atmos Continuous 7 lb/day 2 cos.0/r 2  2 220 m/sc Molecular Avg..Cotnou b/aN_ -e/r 
2
Leakage 2 /e
CO2  =9
H20
20 8.65
RCS Vernier As Reqd. 3.0 lb/orbit N (cos 0 %9<40
Engines** Y-POP attitude @ --
200 km C0O2  e .0467(-!00) 3505 m/see Molecular
H 2 40 ~951400
-4.67
r2 140°0< 51800
r
Ambient 10 min Varies with above Any of the cos 0/r2 from 7.65x103 m/sec Varies with all
Reflection per orbit sources & orbital above sources collision points above sources
attitude
* Plume reflections off of structural surfaces (e.g. wings, experiment bay doors) are,_quivalent to a source equal
to the plume impingement rate with a cos 0/r distribution and a velocity of 30.4 T m/sec from the surface where T -
surface temp.
** RCS plume2reflections off of structural surfaces are assumed to have a rate equal to the plume impingement rate with
a cos 8/r distribution and a velocity equal to 1294 where T - surface temperature.
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4.3 Other Orbiter Sources - Although the intent of this
study was to address the known major Orbiter contamination sources
as discussed in Section 4.2, a general sources review was con-
ducted to establish the nature and potential impact of these other
sources to the Orbiter induced environment. Some 40 sources have
been identified and are presented in Tables II through IV. These
sources have been broken up into 3 basic phases. These phases are
launch sources, on orbit sources, and reentry sources.
The majority of these sources are associated with other
than the on orbit phase which was addressed in this study. How-
ever their identification and tracking becomes important as the
requirements for contamination control begins to be established
for the Orbiter and the Orbiter/Payload interface.
Those on orbit sources identified in Table II were not
modeled since the source rate is either small or these sources
have limited duty cycles. As higher fidelity is required and
developed with respect to the Orbiter and Orbiter/Payload model-
ing, some of these sources could become significant in that they
may have a directional influence upon either a Payload or a
Payload/Orbiter critical surface.
Where available, the source duration (or frequency), mass
flow rate, and constituents have been identified. No doubt as
the overall program develops more rigorous definitions of re-
quirements for operational controls on the Orbiter and the Pay-
loads, these sources will change in number and definition.
Table II. Other Shuttle Sources - On Orbit
Operational Duration/
Phase Source Frequency Mass Flow Rate Constituents
On Orbit: Fecal Canister Vent TBD/ 0.058 lb/day 02
As req'd 0.187 lb/day N 2
0.803 lb/day H20
0.003 lb/day CO2
Trace Volatiles
Airlock TBD/ 3.8 lb/oper 02
As req'd 12.0 lb/oper N 2
0.18 lb/oper H20
0.16 lb/oper CO 2
Waste Fuel Cell TBD/ 0 to 23 lb/dump H20
Water Vent As req'd Max
Fuel Cell 02 60 sec/one ea. 5 lb/hr/fuel 0.0835 lb 0 2 /Purge
Purge Vent 3600 Amp-hrs Cell 0.0075 lb H 20/Purge
Fuel Cell H2  60 sec/one ea. 0.6 lb/hr/fuel 0.0101 lb H 2 /Purge
Purge Vent 6480 Amp-hrs Cell 0.0149 lb i20/Purge
Supplemental Radiator Continuous 
- 0 to 6 lb/hr H 20
Heat Rejector- fuel cell HO2
(Conceptual)
-5OMS Cargo Bay Continuous/48 158 X 10- 5 scc/min He
Kit He Tank hours prior to
Leakage launch to end
of mission
Table II Other Shuttle Sources - On Orbit (Concluded)
Operational Duration/
Phase Source Frequency Mass Flow Rate Constituents
-5
On Orbit: OMS Cargo Bay Continuous/48 110 X 10-5 scc/min He and N20
Kit N2 04 Tank hours prior to
Leakage launch to end
of mission
-5
OMS Cargo Bay Continuous/48 110 X 10- 5 scc/min He and N2H CH3
Kit MMH Tank hours prior to
Leakage launch to end
of mission
900 lb Thrust., As req'd/ ~3.24 lb/sec/engine N 2 , H 2 0, CO,
Reaction Control As req'd. during steady- C02 , H 2 HNO3,
System Engines - (40) state firing plus trace contam.
EVA Suit As req'd/ 1.72054 lb/hr H20
continuous 0.0158 lb/hr 02, N 2 , CO2
during EVA 9.5 X 10-6 lb/hr Organics
TBD Particles
Orbital Maneuyering As req'd/ TBD - H 2 , H 2 0,wCO,
Subsystem 6000 lb As req'd for (~ 20 lb/sec/ GO 2 , H 2 , RhN03,
Thrust Engines - (2) Major Orbit engine) plus trace contam.
Maneuvers
Hydraulic Leakage Continuous TBD Hydraulic Fluid
Table III. Other Shuttle Sources - Launch
Operational Duration/
Phase Source Frequency Mass Flow Rate Constituents
Launch: Nose Sphere Vent 120 sec/once - 3.848 lb Air
at launch
Right Hand Chine 120 sec/once - 4.884 lb Air
Vent at launch
Left Hand Chine 120 sec/once - 4.884 lb Air
Vent at launch
Right Hand RCS 120 sec/once - 3.552 lb Air
Thruster Cavity at launch
Forward Vent
Left Hand RCS 120 sec/once - 3.552 lb Air
Thruster Cavity at launch
Forward Vent
Right Hand RCS 120 sec/once - 11.248 lb Air
Oxidizer Cavity at launch
Forward Vent
Left Hand RCS 120 sec/once - 11.248 lb Air
Oxidizer Cavity At launch
Forward Vent
Volume Around 120 sec/once - 89.281 lb Air
Crew Module At launch
Vent - (2 plc)
Payload Bay 120 sec/once - 1139.6 lb Air/N
Vent - (8 plc) At launch (empty bay) 2
Right Hand RCS 120 sec/once - 5.92 lb Air
thruster Cavity At launch
Aft Vent
Table III. Other Shuttle Sources - Launch (Continued)
Operational Duration/
Phase Source Frequency Mass Flow Rate Constituents
Launch: Left Hand RCS 120 sec/once - 5.92 lb Air
Thruster Cavity At launch
Aft Vent
Right Hand OMS 120 sec/once - 10.952 lb Air
Engine Cavity At launch
Vent
Left Hand OMS 120 sec/once - 10.952 lb Air
Engine Cavity At launch
Vent
Vertical Stabilizer 120 sec/once - 29.23 lb Air
Vent At launch
Aft Fuselage Vent - 120 sec/once - 377.178 lb Air
(2 plc) At launch
Right Hand Aft 120 sec/once - 18.8508 lb Air
Wing Vent At launch
Left Hand Aft 120 sec/once - 18.8508 lb Air
Wing Vent At launch
Aft Fuel Tenk 120 sec/once - 33.744 lb Air
Cavity Vent - LH At launch
Aft Oxidizer Tank 120 sec/once - 28.12 lb Air
Cavity Vent - RH At launch
Aft Lower Mid Fuselage 120 sec/once - 600.14 lb Air
Vent - (4 plc) At launch
Forward Lower Mid 120 sec/once - 188.7 lb Air
Fuselage Vent -
,2 plc)
Table III. Other Shuttle Sources - Launch (Continued)
Operational Duration/
Phase Source Frequency Mass Flow Rate--- Constituents
Launch: Right Hand Wing 120 sec/once - TBD Air
Leading Edge Vent At launch
Left Hand Wing 120 sec/once - TBD Air
Leading Edge Vent At launch
Auxiliary Power Unit 10 min/prelaunch 0.2 lb/sec H2 - 8.4 lb
System Exhaust phase N2H4 consumed N2 - 78.0 lb
Outlets - (4) for all phases NH3 - 31.2 lb
H20 - 2.4 lb
9 min/Boost phase H2 - 7.56 lb
N2 - 70.2 lb
NH - 28.08 lb
H2~- 2.16 lb
Evaporator Vent Continuous/Ascent 50 lb/hr H20
Phase 2
Continuous/Coast 38 lb/hr H20
Phase
Solid Rocket Booster TBD/at SRB TBD - Combustion
Separation Motors - Separation 23,000 lb thrust Products
(16) (43 Km) per engine
APU Steam 13.25 min/ 3 lb/min H20
Generator Ascent Phase 2
Space Shuttle Main 490 sec/ TBD - H20, 02, H2,
Engines - (3) Ascent Phase 470,000 lb thrust scorched surface
per engine emissions
Solid Rocket Launch up to TBD CombustizE
Motors - (2) 43 Km/Ascent Phase Products
Hydraulic 13.25 min/ 4 ml/hr/actuator Hydraulic
Leakage Ascent phase (6 TCV Actuators) Fluid
Table III. Other Shuttle Sources - Launch (Concluded)
Operational Duration/
Phase Source Frequency Mass Flow Rate Constituents
Launch: Thrust Termination TBD/ TBD Combustion
Motors - (4) Ascent Phase Products
Deorbit Motor TBD/ TBD Combustion
Ascent Phase Products
a%
Table IV . Other Shuttle Sources - Reentry
Operational Duration/
Phase Source Frequency Mass Flow Rate Constituents
Reentry: Auxiliary Power 5 min/Post expt. 0.2 lb/sec H - 4.2 lb
Unit System data acq. phase N2H4 Consumed 2
Exhaust Outlets - (4) for all phases N2 - 39 b
NH3 - 15.6 lb
H20 - 1.2 lb
2 min/pre- H - 1.68 lb
deorbit phase N2  15.6 bN - 15.6 lb
2
NH - 6.24 lb
H20 - 0.48 lb
46 min/entry to H - 38.64 lb
touchdown phase N - 358.8 lb
2 -7
NH3 - 143.52 16'
H20 - 1.04 lb
2 min/touchdown H - 1.68 lb
to rollout phase 2 - 15.6 b
N 2 15.6 lb
2 min/touchdown 0.2 lb/sec NH3 - 6.24 lb
N2H consumed H20 - 0.48 lb2 4 2
for all phases plus .005 mas
fraction aniline,
(C6 H5 NH 2 ) and
trace metals
TF33-P-7A Air Ferry flight TBD JP Fuel Combustion
Breathing Propulsion duration/ Products
System Engines - (6) As req'd depending
on landing site
Table IV Other Shuttle Sources - Reentry (Concluded)
Operational Duration/
Phase Source Frequency Mass Flow Rate Constituents
Reentry: ABPS JP Fuel Ferry flight TBD JP Fuel
Vent duration/
As req'd depending
on landing site
Airnonia Evaporator Continuous - sub- 0 to 130 lb/hr NH - 42 1lb
Vent sequent to reentry Max
starting at 100,000
ft until GSE hookup
Evaporator Vent Continuous/ 38 lb/hr H20
Deorbit Phase
Continuous/ 44 lb/hr H20
Entry Phase
ON
APU Steam 45 min/Reentry & 3 lb/min H20
Generator Landing Phase
Hydraulic 45 min/Reentry & 4 ml/hr/actuator Hydraulic
Leakage Landing Phase (4 elevon Fluid
actuators)
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4.4 Reflection and Resublimation from Orbiter Surfaces -
The ShuttPi Orbiter configuration geometrically presents a source
that Sky.ab essentially did not have. .Th.e Orbiter Wings and the
Orbiter experiment bay doors present surfaces where contamination
sources can be reflected from or deposit and resublimate. The
operational nature of the Orbiter essentially precludes any vents
being located on the bottom side. Therefore, the majority of active
sources are all located on the Orbiter top side where the Payloads
are also positioned. The Orbiter Wings and experiment doors will
act as secondary contamination sources for general surface out-
gassing, offgassing, evaporator venting, and RCS vernier engine
firings.
Although these surfaces will be warm on orbit and de-
position from sources which produce H20, CO2, 09 N2 , etc. will
not occur on these surfaces, they are capable o~ reflecting con-
taminants into Payload lines-of-sight. In particular, the cryo-
genically cooled Payloads may under certain conditions condense
these light contaminants on their external operational surfaces
and change their properties.
Of particular significance are the RCS verniers. All of
the four rear position 25 lb thruster forward flow fields are
capable of impinging upon the Orbiter Wings and experiment bay
doors when opened. Experience from Skylab has shown that bi-
propellant engines such as currently planned for the Orbiter
will deposit contaminants that will resublimate with time. On
Skylab 0.2% of the mass flux arriving at Quartz Crystal Micro-
balance (QCM) surfaces at approximately 10 0 C condensed.
The condensed engine contaminates desorbed to i/e of the
deposited material in 72 hours and the resulting deposition
that did not sublime was approximately 20% of the original
deposit.
Based upon anticipated RCS 25 lb thrust propellant usage
requirements, (Table V ) up to 48 lbs (Y-POP attitude at a 200
kilometer orbit) could be expended per day of operation.
The nominal duty cycle of these engines is on the order of
0.070 seconds. If these engines were fired at a uniform rate
per day, the resulting firing frequency would be once every 15
j N
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Table V Effect of Orbital Altitude on RCS Vernier Fuel
Usage for Payload Pointing with Various Orbiter
Orientations*
Orientation Fuel Usage, lbs/orbit
100 n.mi. 200 n.mi. 500 n.mi.
Orbit Orbit Orbit
Y-POP,
Z-Local Vertical 0.3 0.3 0.3
Y-POP Inertial 3.4 2.3 2.1
Z-POP Inertial 12.8 3.0 2.6
X-POP Inertial 11.0 .6 .5
* (JSC 07700 Vol. XIV, Revision B)
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seconds. With the desorption characteristics observed from Sky-
lab RCS engines and the potential fi-ii frequency of the Orbiter
25 lb thrust RCS engines, the reflection and subsequent deposi-
tion and desorption from the Orbiter surfaces will be a potential
significant contamination source.
An even larger problem potentially exists with the forty
900 lb RCS vernier engines which are used for large on orbit
operational activities.
For this study, additional care was given to increasing
the number of nodes representing the Orbiter Wings and experi-
ment bay doors to obtain better resolution in defining these
secondary sources. Observed Skylab RCS deposition and sublima-
tion data was used to assess the potential impact. Although
operationally the Orbiter surface temperatures will probably be
higher than those that saw RCS deposition on Skylab, the Skylab
values used are felt representative for this study.
The reflection of plume impingment from both the evaporation
system and the RCS were considered a cos 6/r2 distribution with re-
spect to the normal of the surface at a rate equal to the plume im-
pingement rate. The reemission velocities were modeled as the
-most probable velocity based upon the temperature of the emitting
surface:
where;
v =2RoT
v = 30.4 T for molecular weight of 18.
where: v = Velocity in meters/second,
T = Temperature in degrees Kelvin.
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These assumptions are considered valid for exhaust vapor
when considering that the surface characteristics of most of
the Orbiter surfaces will be non-uniform such that the imping-
ing contaminants will reside there for a short period of time,
acquire essentially the temperature of tue surface and be re-
emitted with the same characteristic distribution and temperature
as outgassed molecules. Molecules such as H20, CO2 and CO which
have strong dipole moments reside for significant periods of time
at a surface to be accommodated. Experiments have shown that for
molecules less than leV incident on surfaces near 300 to 3300K
have a diffuse (cosine) scattering pattern.
An analogous situation exists for the reflection of the
evaporator flow field off of the Orbiter Wings.
In summary, since all of the engines and vents must neces-
sarily be above the Orbiter Wings, the capability of reflecting
these effluents into experiment lines-of-sight exists. The net
effect is a concentration of the overboard vent sources to the
Payload side of the vehicle.
4.5 Boost and Reentry Contamination Sources - A quali-
tative assessment of the boost and reentry phases was made to
establish the contamination potential during these phases. Little
is known about the stowage requirements for individual Payloads
during launch and reentry. Although the Orbiter has established
some basic control measures to minimize the potential of Payloads
being contaminated, the effectiveness will remain in doubt until
test data and possibly first Shuttle Orbiter flights have been
completed. Both the launch and reentry phases subject the Orbiter
to considerable dynamic influences of heat, pressure overloads,
and vibrations. To totally protect the Payloads during these
phases may require complex or costly measures. The following
sections briefly discuss the contamination potential of Payloads
during launch and reentry.
During approximately 90 seconds of the boost period start-
ing about 30 seconds prior to maximum dynamic pressure, atmospheric
frictional heating will cause heavy offgassing and outgassing
from the Orbiter and booster structures, coatings,. and contam-
inant layers acquired during ground operations. These
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emitted products will become trapped in cracks and corners and
will condense on cooler surfaces of both the Orbiter and Pay-
loads. If external pressures over the. passive vent areas be-
come greater than over others and the difference exceeds the
normal internal to external pressure difference, then the hot
emission products can be swept into the Orbiter to condense or
otherwise be trapped on internal surfaces. Shock impingement
and turbulent boundary layer action will generate pressure
differences sufficient for this purpose. Also, such pressure
differences can result from steering manuevers. Locations of
the pressure difference points will vary with velocity and
angle of attack during launch.
At the time of solid rocket booster separation, the ex-
periment bay pressure will have reduced to approximately 0.04
psi. Pressures generated across passive vent areas by the
separation rocket exhausts can be several times this amount.
Highly contaminating solid rocket combustion products will
enter the passively vented volumes and become temporarily
trapped and be re-emitted at some later time. Exhaust products
will also become trapped on external surfaces.
Instrumented Titan payloads have indicated deposits of 26
micrograms per square centimeter from separation rockets on
surfaces over 17 feet away from and 900 off the separation
rocket engine axis. White paint samples located in the same
vicinity had their absorptivity values more than doubled as a
result of discoloration from boost emissions and separation
rocket exhaust product deposition.
Once the outgassing and exhaust products have been de-
posited, they will migrate as temperature conditions vary over
the Orbiter structure. Particulate matter will become entrained
with outgassing species. Paints and other coatings scorched,
melted, and blistered by rocket exhaust will spall or slough
off and become entrapped on other surfaces.
The same instrumented Titan flights mentioned previously
have indicated that the contaminants deposited during boost
were migrating from the solar heated side to cooler surfaces
after orbit injection. In these instances, deposition buildup
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on instruments mounted on the cool side was nearly equal to loss
from instruments on the hot side. Loss from the hot side instru-
ments wa3s 10% to 15% per week initially. However, loss and
buildup rates on the instruments were most likely influenced by
special coatings on the instrument surfaces. Deposits on other
hot surfaces were evidently being lost at a higher rate because
all emissions from the hot surfaces cannot be expected to return
to cold surfaces.
It can be seen that the threat from boost generated con-
taminants can be expected to continue for some time after the
boost process is completed. Protection for contamination sensi-
tive Payloads would require leaving them enclosed in the lined
experiment bay and, perhaps, rotating the Orbiter to heat all
surfaces for a few days. Pressure gages located in the lower
experiment bay area would indicate when the early, heavy off-
gassing pulse has'subsided.
During the extremely high heating conditions of reentry,
surface temperatures far above those generated during boost and
orbit will be experienced. Frictional heating and erosion will
occur on leading surfaces and the hot plasma surrounding the
Shuttle will radiate heat into areas that do not experience
frictional heating. As this heat pulse soaks into the vehicle,
materials will start outgassing at much higher rates. The heat
soak and high temperature condition will last much longer than
the reentry blackout period. Heavy outgassing can be expected
to continue to below the 40,000 foot altitude level where at-
mospheric pressure will exceed 3.5 psi. Erosion and outgassing
products will be forced into all passive vents. Active vents
will normally be closed during the severe blackout period but
it is doubtful that they could be left closed all the way down
to.the 40,000 foot altitude level. Opening them prior to this
altitude would permit the heavy contaminant sheath around the
vehicle to be forced into the lined experiment bay volume. Of
course, contamination of the Payload at this time is not so
critical because the data taking mission will have been com-
pleted and experiments can be cleaned before reuse. However,
investigators may be interested in maintaining orbit condition
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cleanliness of their experiments as icheck point and contami-
nation at this time would invalidate the check. This would
certainly be true for contamination instruments or samples.
In addition, these conditions may require unanticipated re-
furbishing requirements and increase payload turn around times.
The external pressure during reentry would force contami-
nants into cracks and crannies that are inaccessible for clean-
ing. From these locations, the contaminants can migrate onto
more critical surfaces during subsequent missions. One solution
to this problem would be to pressurize the liner volume from an
onboard clean gas supply during the reentry period, at least
down to the 40,000 ft. altitude level. Small instruments could
be enclosed in either vacuum canisters or hermetically sealed
canisters pressurized from a clean supply prior to reentry.
Some of the more contamination sensitive payloads to be
carried are the ultraviolet and the cryogenically cooled infrared
telescopes and the grazing incidence telescopes for XUV and X-Ray.
The cryogenically cooled detectors will be especially susceptible
to contaminant condensation. Ultraviolet telescopes have a much lower
tolerance to contaminant deposits on optical elements than do
the longer wavelength instruments. Thin layers deposited on
grazing incidence optics will present a much greater effective
thickness along the actual grazing path. The resultant scatter
and/or adsorption could become intolerable if special precau-
tionary measures are not taken to limit contaminant deposits.
The first steps in protecting the sensitive Payloads will
be the use of a properly designed and attached experiment bay liner.
In addition, properly located and operated active vents and effec-
tive cargo door seals will be important first steps towards pre-
vention of contaminants impacting the stowed Payloads. The fol-
lowing additional precautionary measures are suggested:
a. the development of a purge/protective bag which can
be used during ground operations to protect the Pay-
load and will break away on Orbit upon command,
b. insure that all sensitive Payloads have aperture
doors and that they provide an integral seal for the
Payload during boost and reentry and can be used as
on orbit protective covers to minimize compromising
the Payload in the advent of an anomalous high con-
tamination period,
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c. maintain a positive purge or. all sensitive Payloads
during boost and reentry so that no backfilling of in-
gested contaminants would occur,
d. design into the stowage pallet sufficient capability
to protect the apertures of sensitive Payloads,
e. carry contaminant deposition indicators and witness
samples with the experiments (Deposition indicators
will indicate when the environment deposition charac-
teristics are within acceptable limits. Witness samples,
located near the contamination sensitive elements and
operated at the same temperature, will indicate the
amount of deposition that has occurred or when tolerance
limits have been reached so that the required refurbish-
ing can be initiated.),
f. delay cooling of sensitive elements until the environ-
ment is acceptable (as indicated by deposition monitors).
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5. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
5.1 General Discussion - Presented in this section is a
summary of results and evaluations. The results are principally
presented as summary tables indicating the induced molecular en-
vironment as a function of sources and the lines-of-sights con-
sidered. An assessment of the particulate environment and the
contribution from molecular scattering is presented. An accumu-
lative effects profile for typical missions is also presented
for the molecular environment.
The evaluation of effects of the induced environment is de-
veloped through a series of susceptibility matrices. These matrices
present:
a. Payload description matrix for each Payload,
b. Skylab correlation matrix,
c. summary of effects matrix,
d. an evaluation matrix.
The evaluation matrix establishes a risk factor associated with
each Payload configuration evaluated based upon Woods' Hole stand-
ards, Goddard Space Flight Center Astronomy Workshop contamination
requirements, and Skylab results. Comments and value judgements
are established from the above criteria for classes of Payloads
which represent what is considered as typical phases of operational
activities.
5.2 Summary of Column Densities, Molecular Column Densities,
and Returned Flux Calculations - The results of the modeling are
represented by .three basic parameters. These are: 1) the mass
column density along a line-of-sight, 2) the corresponding molecular
column density, and 3) the maximum possible return flux at repre-
sentative orbital altitudes of 200 km and 435 km. These orbital
altitudes were selected since they essentially encompass the ma-
jority of identified desired and minimum orbital altitudes for the
sortie Payloads. For all intent and purpose, the returned flux is
the most significant variable as a function of orbital altitude and
can be determined for other altitudes by ratioing ambient densities
with respect to those presented in this st.dy. For those Payloads
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where deposition is a concern, the returned flux is used as the
basis of this calculation.
The vw.riations for each source considered for each line-of-
sight are presented in Tables VI through XI. Each source and
its contribution to the lines-of-sight are discussed individually
in the following sections. Table XII shows the maximum and mini-
mum values that can be expected for combinations of sources con-
sidered. The maximum predictions include outgassing and offgassing
at a beta angle of 73 degrees while the minimum predictions include
outgassing at the coldest orbit temperature at a zero degree beta
angle.
5.2.1 Outgassing - The surface temperatures of the Orbiter
surfaces as a function of beta angle have been approximated from
existing Skylab black surface temperature analysis for a solar in-
ertial attitude. These temperatures have been used to establish
the impact of beta angle on the outgassing rate. Because the Orbi-
ter will have many different possible attitudes on orbit, an exact
thermal analysis would be required to determine the surface temp-
eratures that would apply to any one specific mission.
From Table VI, the moleiylar number c umn density fqom out-
gassing varies from 2.6 x 10 to 6.3 x 10 molecules/cm between
the lines-of-sight considered for a 73 degree beta angle maximum
period. In general, lines-of-sight along +Z(1), 50 degrees off of
+Z towards +Y(2), 25 degrees off of +Z towards +Y(3), and 50 de-
grees off of +Z towards +X(5) have lower predicted values. Lines-
of-sight 45 degrees off of +Y towards -X(4), and 50 degrees off of
+Z towards -X(6) have the highest values predicted for outgassing
contributions.
Under the assumptions for outgassing outlined in Section 4.2 1,
all lines-of-sight at all beta angles have values in excess of 1011
molecules/cm2 uring2any one orbit. If the effective outgassing
rate of 5x10i-1 g/cm1 seconq used in this study was an order of mag-
nitude less (5 x 10- 1 g/cm /second which is characteristic of black
velvet paints and very low outgassing rates), the numb r col mn
densities associated with a mass column dnsity of 10- 2g/cm /
second would still be on the order of 10 molecules/cm . However,
the use of lower outgassing adhesives (RTV 568) and incorporation
of test data on the RSI tiles could decrea e these values even
further.
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Table IX. Maximum Return Flux Predictions to Representative Payload
For Prime Evaporator Locations as Sources
SOURCE EVAPORATOR 14 EVAPORATOR 15 EVAPORATOR 17
RETURN FLUX (MAX.) RETURN FLUX(MAX.) RETURN FLUX(MAX.)
200 Km 435 Km 200 Km 435 Km 200 Km 435 Km
LINE-OF-SIGHT 2 2 2 2 2 2LINE-OF-SIGHT g/cm sec g/cm sec g/cm sec g/cm sec g/cm sec g/cm sec
(1) 0+Z *1.7(-9) 3.2(-11) 2.6(-11) 4.9(-13) 8.4(-11) 1.6(-12)
(2) 50+Y 2.4(-9) 4.6(-11) 1.2(-10) 2.2(-10) 1.7(-10) 3.2(-12)
(3) 25+Y 2.6(-9) 4.9(-11) 2.6(-11) 4.9(-13) 1.1(-10) 2.0(-12)
(4) 50+Y,45-X 5.6(-9) 1.1(-10) 7.0(-11) 1.3(-12) 1.7(-10) 3.2(-12)
(5) 50+X 4.3(-10) 8.2(-12) 4.9(-12) 9.4(-14) 2.2(-11) 4.3(-13)
(6) 50-X 1.3(-9) 2.4(-11) 3.5(-11) 6.6(-13) 9.0(-11) 1.7(-12)
* 0 9 (9)*10 (-9)
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Table XI. Maximum Return Flux Predictions to Representative Payload
For RCS 25 lb Thrust Vernier Engines as Sources
SOURCE VERNIER ENGINE 3 VERNIER ENGINE 2 VERNIER ENGINE I
RETURN FLUX (MAX.) RETURN FLUX (MAX.) RETURN FLUX(MAX.)
LINE-OF-SIGHT 2002Km 4352Km 2002Km 4352Km 2002Km 4352Km
g/cm sec g/cm sec g/cm sec g/cm sec g/cm sec g/cm sec
(1) 0+Z *4.2(-9) 8.0(-11) 1.1(-8) 2.0(-10) 7.2(-11) 1.4(-12)
* 2.3(-9) 4.4(-11) 2. 9 1.2 -10) 3.9(-11) 7.5(-13)
(2) 50+Y 1.4(-9) 2.6(-10) 2.6(-8) 4.9(-10) 1.9(-10) 3.6(-12)
7 9(-9) 1.5(-10 1.4 -8 .7-10) 1.1(-10) 2.0(-12)
(3) 25+Y 7.9(-9) 1.5(-10) 2.7(-8) 5.1(-10) 1.3(-10) 2.4(-12)
4.6(-9) 8.7(-11) 1.5(-8) 2_10) 7.1(-11) 1.3(-12
(4) 50+Y,45-x 2.3(-8) 4.4(-10) 1.1(-8) 2.0(-10) 1.4(-10) 2.7(-12)
1.4(-8) 2.6(-10) 6.2K-9) 1.2(-10) 8 .1 -L 1.5(-12)
(5) 50+X 8.4(-10) 1.6(-11) 5.6(-10) 1.1(-11) 1.6(-10) 3.1(-12)
4.6(-10) 8.8(-12) 31(l) 6.0(-12) 9.0(-) 12
(6) 50-X 6.3(-9) 1.2(-10) 2.5(-9) 4.7(-11) 5.6(-11) 1.1(-12)
2.5(-9) 4.8(-Il) 1.43(-9) 2.7(-11) 3.1(-II) 6.0(-13)
* 10 =(-9)
**= polar constituents
Table XII Range of Mass Column Density (M.C.D.) and Molecular Number Column Density (N.C.D.)
"OURCE *NAjX-WITH MAX *MAX-WITH MAX *MAX-WITH NO **MIN-WITH MIN **MIN-WITH MIN **MIN-WTTH NO
ONDITIN VERNIER AND EVAP. EVAP. AND NO VERNIER VERNIER OR EVAP. EVAP. AND MAX VERNIER EVAP. AND NO VERNIER EVAP, 0- VERNIER
LI NE-0 M.C.. N.C.D. M.C.. N.C.D. M.C.j. N.C.D. 2 M.C. " N.C.D. M.C. . N.C.D. M.C.y. N.C.DSIGT /cm m.cm /mgcm ml/m 2D..C~ ... .
SIGHT g/cm mol./cm g/cm mol./cm2 g/cm mol./cm g.cm mol./cm g/cm mol./cm g/cm mol./cm 2
(1) 0 ***1.5(-8) 3.9(+14) 3.2(-9) 9.3(+13) 1.3(-9) 3.1(+13) 1.3(-8) 3.2(+14) 1.0(-9) 2.3(+13) 1.0(-9) 2.2(+13)
9.0(-9) 2.6(+14) 2.2(-9) 7.1(+13) 3.3(-10) 9.1(+12) 6.8(-9) 1.9(+14) 5.0(-11) 1.4(+12) 2.1(-11) 4.8(+11)
(2) 50+Y 3.3(-8) 8.4(+]14) 3.9(-9) 1.2(+14) 1.2(-9) 2.8(+13) 3.0(-8) 7.5(+14) 1.1(-9) 2.6(+13) 9.9(-10) 2.2(+13)
1.9(-) 5.4(+14). 2.9(-9) 9.8(+13) 2.4(-10) 6.7(+12) 1.6(-8) 4.4(+14) 1.5(-10) 4.7(+12) 2.1(11) 4.8(+11)
(3) 25+Y 3.4(-8) 8.6(+14) 4.3(-9) 1.3(+14) 1.4(-9) 3.1(+13) 3.1(-8) 7.5(+14) 1.1(-9) 2.4(+13) 1.1(-9) 2.3(+13)
5.6(+14) 3.2(-9) 1 2.9(-10) 8.1(+12) 1.7(-8) 4.5(+14) 5.2(-1l) 1.5(+12) 2.3(-1l) 5.0(+11)
(4) 50+Y 45-X 3.3(-8) 8.8(+14) 7.5(-9) 2.3(+14) 1.3(-9) 2.9(+13) 2.7(-8) 6.7(+14) 9.6(-10) 2.2(+13) 8.8(-10) 1.9(+13)
2.2(-8) 6.1(+14) 6.6(-9) 2.1(+14) 3.9(-10) 1.1(+13) 1.5(-8) 4.0(+14) 1.0(-10) 3.0(+12) 1.9(-1l) 4.2(+11)
(5) 50+X 3.3(-9) 8.2(+13) 2.4(-9) 5.9(+13) 1.0(-9) 4.3(+13) 2.5(-9) 5.8(+13) 1.6(-9) 3.5(+13) 1.6( -9) 3.5(+13)
1.3(-9) 3.9(+13) 8.0(-10) 2.5(+13) 3.2(-10) 8.8(+12) 5.6(-10) 1.5(+13) 3.9(-11) 9.4(+11) 3.3(-11) 7.6(+11)
(6) 50-X 9.7(-9) 2.5(+14) 2.8(-9) 8.2(+13) 1.4(-9) 3.5(+13) 7.8(-9) 1.9(+14) 9.0(-10) 2.0(+13) 8.6(-10) 1.9(+13)
4.8(-9) 1.3(+14) 2.0(-9) 6.3(+13) 5.6(-10) 1.6(+13) 2.9(-9) 7.0(+13) 5.7(-11) 1.7(+12) 1.8(-11) 4.1(+11)
* Includes offgassing rate after 10 hrs. exposure, 730 beta angle, solar inertial attitude
** Includes zero degree beta angle, no offgassing
*** - " Polar Constituents
*** 10 - 8 (-8)
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The zeturn flux of outgassing mlecules (Table VII) at 200 km
was determined to be zero. The outgassant molecules (M=100) have
a mean free path at this altitude of less than a few meters and
would not travel into the field-of-view when the velocity vector
of the ambient is such that a return flux is possible. The mass
column density numbers predicted will exist, however, when the
ambient atmosphere is capable of carrying outgassing molecules
along a line-of-sight away from the vehicle but will not allow a
return flux contribution.
5.2.2 Offgassing - The offgassing rates of volatile surface
components as a function of beta angle varies with the temperature
between beta angles as does outgassing. Table VI shows the molecu-
lar column density varies between 6.0x1012 and 1.5x10 13 molecules/cm2
for a 73 degree beta angle (maximum temperature) periods for all
lines-of-sight. Since offgassing is physically similar to out-
gassing, the lowest values are predicted for lines-of-sight (I),
(2), (3), and (5) while the highest values are predicted for the
(4) and (6) lines-of-sight.
Under the assumptions outlined in Section 4.2.2, all lines-of-
sight at all beta angles have in excess of 1012 molecules/cm2 dur-
ing an orbit. As defined, offgassing is a time dependent function
as shown in Figure 19. The values presented in Table VI are for
the 10 hour point into a mission when typically Payload activation
activities might be expected to begin. However, for all intent and
purposes, offgassing will remain at approximately the 1012 molecule/
cm2 level for the first 50 hours.
Although the offgassing modeled with this study was based upon
the Orbiter, some consideration must be eventually given to the Pay-
load itself. Internal Payload offgassing will probably restrict
early on orbit measurement activities from 3 days to possibly 10 days.
On Skylab, two ATM related anomalies could be correlated to off-
gassing. On DOY 134 which was SL-1 launch day, activation of the
number one ATM data transmitter antenna failed. Failure was traced
to the number one coaxial switch which was thought to have failed
from corona. Also, it took approximately 10 days for the internal
pressure Aithin the ATM canister to reach a pressure of 10-5 Torr
so that high voltage power supplies co±ld be turned on.
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The returned flux values presented in Table VII are maximum
possible during an orbit and will only occur for that period in the
orbit when the velocity vector is aligned along the representative
Payload opf:ical axis. Unlike outgassing, the average molecular
weight ofithe volatiles in the offgasf3ing is low (M=18) and will
have sufficient mean free paths for the orbital altitudes considered
to react with the ambient atmosphere and be returned.
5.2.3 Leakage - The leakage rates will be constant for any
beta angle since leakage is not dependent upon the Orbiter surface
temperature. The constituents of leakage are identified so that
polar species can be specified. Table VI presents a summary of
the mass and number column densities for the polar molecules and
the total molecular constituents of the leakage.
The CO2 and H20 molecular number column densities are all in
the 1011 molecules/cm 2 range for all lines-of-sight. Line-of-sight
(5) has a slightly higher value because it is in the +X direction
off of the +Z direction over the Orbiter cabin which makes it
closer to the cabin leak source. The total leakage molecular
column density is on the order of 1013 molecules/cm 2 for all lines-
of-sight.
Table VII presents the returned flux for the leakage.
5.2.4 Evaporators - Three evaporator locations were analyzed
which were considered prime locations at the time of this analysis.
Referring to Figure 20 they are; evaporator 15 (X location 1519),
evaporator 14 (X location 1372) and evaporator 17 (X location 1047).
Other evaporator locations being considered could significantly
reduce mass column densities along specific lines-of-sight.
These evaporators can contribute mass along a line-of-sight
by direct flow from the vent exit or by reflections from the Orbiter
wing surfaces. It has been determined that reflections from the
wings of the Orbiter are the major contributing contaminant source.
Table VIII presents the mass and number column densities for the 3
evaporator locations considered.
From a molecular number column density standpoint, evaporator 14
has the largest contribution, evaporator 15 the least contribution
and evaporator 17 an intermediate value. However, all evaporator
locations contribute significantly to the induced environment.
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The significance of the wing refl ction problem is evident
by considering that the contribution from evaporator 17 to all
lines-of-sight results solely from wing reflections.
The least contribution case is for evaporator 17 to the line-
of-sight (5) which falls below 1012 molecules/cm2 . All other
evaporators for all lines-of-sight essentially exceed 1012 molecules/
2
cm2.
Any potential separation that may exist between the experiment
bay doors and the side of the vehicle can become an effective path
for evaporator effluents thus adding to the column density for
specific lines-of-sight. In this analysis, no space was allowed
to exist between the experiment bay doors and the Orbiter body.
The returned flux for the evaporator positions considered
is presented in Table IX.
5.2.5 RCS 25 lb Thrust Vernier Engines - The RCS 25 lb thrust
vernier engines can contribute to the column densities for a given
line-of-sight by direct forward flow, reflection off of Orbiter
surfaces, and backflow. The vernier engine locations and direction
6f thrust are schematically shown in Figure 23. Each of the vernier
engines have been identified by a number for analysis considerations.
Each engine contribution mechanism was treated separately so
that the impact from each mechanism can be evaluated. The backflow
is included in this study since the exact configuration .(specific
shadowing and location) for the vernier engines was unknown. For
lines-of-sight out of the (X,Z) plane, the values presented in
Table X are for an engine firing on the same side of the vehicle as
the line-of-sight in question.
For an engine firing on the opposite side of the Orbiter in
relation to a line-of-sight out of the (X,Z) plane, the results are
shown in Table XIII.
The forward vernier engines (1) and (4) firing in the -Z direc-
tion contributes only by the backflow mechanism. If backflow cap-
ability for these engines is eliminated. tlhese engines would apose
Teble XI1;,. z$ 25 lb Thrust Verier Engitnes on -Y Side Contributions to Linues-of-Sight on the +Y uide
VEPRNIER ENGINE VERNIER ENGINE RCS (6) VERNIER ENGINE RCS (5)
MASS NUMBER RETURNED RETURNED MASS NUMBER RETURNED RET RNED
COLUMN COLUMN FLUX AT FLUX AT COLUMN COLUMN FLUX AT FLUX AT
DENSITY DENSITY2  200 p 435 p DENS TY DENSITY2  200 1, 435 p
LIT.1S OF SIGHTS g/cm Mol./cm 8/cm see g8/cm oe g/cm mol./cm 8/cw set g/cm sac
0 +Y; WS 02
WING REFLECTO10N 4.0(-10)* 9.8(+12) 3.6(-10) 6.8(-12) 1.5(-10) 3.7(+12) 1.3(-10) 2.6(-12)
297. 120 1.2(-10) 3.9(+12) 1.1(-10) 2.0(-12) 4.4(-11) 1.5(+12) 3.9(-11) 7.5(-13)
18% CO 7.2(-11) 1.6(+12) 6.5(-11) 1.2(-12) 2.7(-11) 6.0(+11) 2.4(-11) 4.6(-13)
97 CO2  3.6(-11) 5.1(+11) 3.2(-11) 6.1(-13) 1.4(-11) 1.9(+11) 1.3(-11) 2.4(-13)
25°-Y; LOS 03
WING REFLECTION 2.0(-9) 4.8(+13) 1.8(-9) 3.4(-11) * 7.5(-10) 2.7(+13) 6.7(-10) 1.3(-11)
29% H20 5.8(-10) 1.9(+13) 5.2(-10) 9.9(-12) 2.2(-10) 7.3(+12) 2.O(-10) 3.7(-12)
18% CO 3.6(-10) 8.0(+12) 3.2(-10) 6.1(-12) 1.4(-10) 3.0(+12) 1.3(-10) 2.4(-12)
97. CO 2  1.8(-10) 2.6(+12) 1.6(-10) 3.1(-12) 6.8(-11) 9.6(+11) 6.1 
1.2(-12)
o a,
50+Y, 450-X; LOS 04
WING REFLECTION 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
29% 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
187% CO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9x C0o2  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
O
* 10
10 (-10)
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no problems. If backflow does exist, the contribution to all
lines-of-sight is in the 1012 molecules/cm 2 range.
The-afe vernier engines (2), (3), (s), and (6) contribute
significantly to all lines-of-sight. The backflow contribution
mechanism in this case is the smallest. The wing reflection as in
the evaporator case is the most significant contamination source
for all lines-of-sight for these aft vernier engines. If the CO,
C02 , and H20 content of the engine exhaust gases are considered,
the molecular number column densities as shown in Table X are in
excess of 1012 molecules/cm2 and reach 1014 molecules/cm2 for
some specific lines-of-sight.
As with the evaporator, the return flux from all the 25 lb
thrust vernier engines exceeds 10-12g/cm2/second as shown in Table
XI.
The RCS 25 lb thrust vernier engine contribution to the lines-
of-sight analyzed are by far the highest of all of the sources con-
sidered in this study. The contribution to the mass column density
and the deposition potential from these engines as a result of
potential continuous firing requirements represents a near steady
state source of contamination. It appears that this mode of main-
taining attitude control is a significant contamination source and
should be analyzed in detail when engine design information and
specific mission attitude requirements become known.
5.3 Particulate and Molecular Scattering Environment - The
induced environment in the vicinity of the Orbiter will be com-
prised of those molecular mass and number column densities pre-
sented in Section 5.2 and large random particles (larger than 5
to 10 u). Each of these contaminants are capable of raising the
background levels to prevent faint or dim observations. Scattering
of sun light from the molecular mass column densities will mostly
impact Payloads which are measuring in the spectral region from the
ultraviolet through the near infrared. Particulates will emit
thermal energy received from the sun, earth, and the Orbiter/
Payload and can be detected by Payloads which predominantly will
be measuring in the mid to far infrared spectral regions. In
each of these cases, there are some exceptions (e.g. very large
particles which could scatter sufficient sun light in the ultra-
violet or visible to be detected while high mass column densities
could emit 3ufficient thermal energy to be detected in the infrared).
K
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The maolecular mass column densities 'an be more directly
controlled through limiting overboard venting, placing tighter
controls on material selection, and establishing tighter design
controls. In addition, on orbit constraints can be developed
to control operational activities so that particular sources
-.will not impact the performance of a Payload. However, for the
most part, the particulate environment on orbit can not be con-
trolled as directly as that of the molecular environment. Basic
ground cleanliness requirements can be established to minimize
or limit what can not be directly controlled for the on orbit
contribution of particulate contamination.
Control of particles generated on orbit will be very diffi-
cult despite ground handling precautions. The on orbit particu-
late environment will consist of dust and lint trapped on the
Orbiter surfaces, experiment bay area, and the Payload surfaces.
These particles will slowly work their way out and move away from
the Orbiter under the influence of any nearby molecular flow
fields from vents or under the influence of aerodynamic drag of the
ambient atmosphere. In addition, paint flakes, meteoroid impact
debris, ice crystals from any overboard dumps, material disinte-
gration, and material and lubrication abrasion from moving parts
will all add to the particulate environment.
The particulate environment for the Shuttle Orbiter will be
a greater impact on Shuttle Payloads than that observed from Skylab.
The infrared Payloads proposed will be very sensitive to particles
and the level of particulates will most likely be considerably
higher than that observed on Skylab.
The major contributors to the Orbiter particulate environment
over that observed during the Skylab program will be:
a. abrasion of moving parts such as the experiment bay
doors, Orbiter wing flaps, and gimbaling of individual
Payloads,
b. solid rocket staging motor retrorocket firing deposition
on the Orbiter external surfaces as well as ingestion of
particulates into the experiment bay compartments during
launch,
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c. use of Reaction Control Subsistem vernier engines,
d. ground control re-servicing of the Payloads,
e. deterioration of Orbiter surfaces from multiple
launchings and landings,
f. general construction of the surface tiles where ex-
pansion cracks between the tiles will trap particu-
lates (nominally 0.050 of an inch wide which could
trap particles on the order of 1200 microns).
As mentioned previously, the level of particulates contri-
buting to the induced environment of a spacecraft can not be
discretely predicted since there are so many factors involved
which can not be controlled. For this study, a baseline was
established for particulates as that observed on Skylab. The base-
line is 1.2 particles/steradian second or approximately 16 par-
ticles/second (particles larger than 10 to 25 microns in size). The
following sections discuss the impact the particulate and molecular
environment have on representative Payloads from an electromagnetic
interaction with the sun, earth, and the surfaces of the Orbiter/
Payloads.
5.3.1 Particulate Environment - Particles in the vicinity
of the Orbiter/Payload will contribute to the experiment noise back-
ground through scattering and thermal emission (black body). The
major impact from particles (r >10 A) will be on the infrared Pay-
loads and will be due to thermal emission. The scattering contri-
bution will be much smaller and spectrally selective for these Pay-
loads.
The noise background contribution from particles due to scatter-
ing and thermal emission is shown in Figure 25 as a function of
particle temperature and size. The calculations were made fo
basic l.5m f/2 telescope with an assumed detector area of 10- 'm
(0.3x0.3mm). The near field case is shown (radiation field com-
pletely covers the detector). For this case; the noise power is
independent of the distance from the telescope to the particle,
directly proiortional to the detector area, and inversely propor-
tional to the square of the telescope focal length. The near field
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analysis is valid for particles closer than approximately 15 km
for the telescope described above. The near field boundary
distance varies directly with the telescope focal length. It is
recognized that typical Cassegrain systems have focal ratios
between f/10 and f/20 and the values shown must be modified for
specific systems as indicated above.
The NEP fpr the l.5m infrared telescope was assumed to be
10- 16 watts/Hz2-10p or 1017 watts/Hz ~P . Figure 25 shows that
for the conditions stated particles with r>_10 will potentially
significantly contribute to the noise background of the infrared
Payloads (whether they are paint flakes at 395 K warmed by the sun,
at 3000K warmed by the earth or by the near vicinity of the Orbiter/
Payload, or an ice particle sublimating at 2000K). Also shown are
the scattering influence from an iron particle and an ice particle
which represent a wide range of influence from dielectric scatterers.
Skylab data indicated a particle sloughing rate of 16 particles/
second with r >25 y. It is expected that the Orbiter sloughing
rate will be at least as high. The field-of-view of the infrared
telescope was also assumed to be on the order of 0.50. Therefore,
on the average, a particle will appear in the infrared telescope
field-of-view every 3.6 hours.
The dwell time of a particle in the field-of-view is a function
of the particle trajectory, velocity, size, particle geometry, and
orbital altitude. Figure 26 shows typical expected dwell times for
10 and 100 P particles at 400 km altitude for a trajectory perpen-
dicular to the optical axis of the telescope (cross axis) and at a
45 degree inclination to the optical axis. Figure 25 shows that
the noise from a 100p particle is two orders of magnitude greater
than a 10 lp particle. The 10 p particle in itself approaches the
NEP of the telescope. The response of the telescope as a function
of field angle is a complex function which was approximated by.a
trapezoidal function and the flat portion corresponds to full par-
ticle noise input with the noise input decreasing in the wings.
The 10 A paricle will approach the telescope NEP only on the flat
portion of the function. The 100 p particle will exceed the NEP
across almost the entire angular response function. Therefore,
the effectiv-e telescope field-of-view, ani consequently the particle
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dwell tine, will be greater for the i0g particle (assuming
similar particle temperatures). This effect is shown in Figure
26.
Since the particle dwell time is also a function of particle
velocity and the velocity is a function of the acceleration pri-
marily due to atmospheric drag, the dwell time depends on the
orbital altitude and is a function of the atmospheric density.
Figure 27 shows the variations in particle acceleration as a
function of atmospheric density for spherical and flat particles.
Figure 28 shows the variation in atmospheric density as a function
of orbital altitude for high, low, and average density conditions.
At a nominal altitude of 400 km, the density can vary over two
orders of magnitude depending on solar activity and orbital loca-
tion (day/night). The curves in Figure 26 were developed for the
400 km average condition. If the low density case was assumed,
the dwell times would increase by a factor of 30. If the alti-
tude is increased to 700 km, the dwell times would increase by a
factor of 40. Of course, lowering the altitude would decrease
the dwell time.
The susceptibility of ultraviolet systems to thermal radia-
tion from individual particles is negligible. The back scattered
solar ultraviolet radiation from particles is also very small be-
ing equivalent to greater than 30th magnitude ultraviolet stars
for optimum scattering sized particles (r- X) at distances of 100
to 1000 meters. The scattering from individual particles in the
visible region is equivalent to greater than 30th magnitude stars
which can be seen by typical visible instrumented Payloads.
For individual particles from the ultraviolet through the
visible, these particles will not affect specific data and will
appear either momentary or transitory in the data. If the number
of particles significantly increase, then a total scattering back-
ground could develop creating a signal condition which could affect
the Payload in question. The level of particles at which this
could occur is considered improbable unless there is a mission
anomaly such as a major leak. Therefore, in the ultraviolet and
the visible region, random particles are not considered a signi-
ficant priem.
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For Star Tracker systems, a technique similar to that used for
Skylab will be required where the brigh fness of targeting stars
should be considerably above the anticipated particulate bright-
nesses and Star Tracker updating frequency and duration be minimized
to keep the probability of acquiring a false star very small.
5.3.2 Molecular Cloud Effects --The molecular cloud surround-
ing the Orbiter may result in experiment signal degradation from
absorption and scattering. Mole ular colun densities presented
in Section 5.2 ranged between 10 and 1013 molecules/cm for the
majority of sources and approximately 1015 molecules/cm for the
RCS 25 lb thrust vernier engines.
The baseline telescopes used for calculating image plane ir-
radiance for the infrared Payloads and high resolution ultraviolet
Payloads were respectively 1.5 and 1.0 meter f!20 system with a
0.50 field-of-view. For the ultraviolet survey Payloads, a 0.75
meter f/2 system was assumed with a 50 field-of-view.
Rayleigh theory was used to calculate the molecular scatter-
ing and a parametric analysis was performed using the following
variables;:
a. molecular diameters 3 to 30R,
b. spectral range I000R to i0l , 2
c. column density 109-1013 molecules/cm ,
d. low and high extremes for refractive indices simulating
clear and opaque materials.
Worst: case (peak) scattering occurred for large highly absorbing
particles for large column densities.
In the ultraviolet region (1000 to 3000R) for the majority
of sources (column density 1013 molecules/cm2 ), the focal plane
irradiance, assumin no transmission losses, ranged between 6x10-14
to 4xl0l12 watts/c -Y. for the high resolution I meter system and
6x10 12 to 4x0 1 0  ts/cm- for survey systems. For diffraction.
limited systems this corresponds to ultraviolet stars with magni-
tudes between 25 to 30. For non-diffraction limited systems (1 arc
second blur corresponding to GSFC criteria), the noise equivalent
magnitudes fall between 20 to 25.
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For the RCS engine column density of 1015 molecules/cm2 ir-
radiances of 4xO 1E to 6x10- 12 watts/cm2-IJ were determined fo
the high resolution/meter system and 6xo10 10 to 4x10-8 watts/cm -t
for the survey system. This corresponds to ultraviolet stars with
magnitudes between 20 to 25. For non-diffraction limited systems
-(1 arc second) the equivalent magnitudes are between 15 to 20.
Therefore,column densities of 1013 molecules/cm 2 are margi-
nal when compared to the GSFC riteria (M >20), and column
densities of 1015 molecules/cm cause a background noise which
exceeds the criteria.
In the infrared region (1 to 10,.), the typical major Aource
column density focal plane irradiance ranged between 1x10 to
1xl0- 7 watts/cm2-p . For an assumed 0.3x0.3mm detector this
corresponds to a noise input power of 1x10- 2 0 to lxl0- 1 4 watts/A.
This range exceeds the expected NEP .of the 1.5 meter infrared
Payload (,-10-16 watts/Hz /, for-AAA =0.5).
For the RCS 25 lb thrust vernier engine column density condi-
tions, the focal plane irradiance is between 1x10-1 1 and 1x10- 5
watts/cm2/s.. This corresponds to 1x10- 18 to 1x10I 12 watts/r
for an assumed O.3x0.3mm detector. This range also exceeds the
expected NEP of the 1.5 meter infrared Payload.
Therefore, infrared scattering in the IA to lOs range will
impact the infrared systems in the shorter wavelengths.
Broadband absorytion was investigated for a column density
of 1015 molecules/cm (maximum possible from the RCS 25 lb thrusters)
for selective wavelengths between 0.lA and 7 0 p . The absorption
was evaluated at 0.15 A (for 02) and at 6.3 u and at 70 A (for H20).
For all wavelengths the transmission was >99.9%.
5.4 Accumulative Effects - Typical Mission - The exact align-
ment of a Payload axis with the orbital plane and exposure times
are required before accurate predictions of accumulative effects
are possible. However, assumptions can be made so that accumulative
effects can be ascertained for several realistic mission profiles.
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Two cases are analyzed with the thought in mind that actual pre-
dictions for mission profiles other thaithese can vary both
above and below either of these two cases.
5.4.1 Case 1 - Deep Space Payloads - Several assumptions
are made and the validity of the results apply only to this
specific case. These are: 1) the payload axis is such that
the Z: axis is in the orbital plane (Z-IOP) and 2) the vehicle
(X,Z) plane is in the orbital plane (X-Z-IOP). Referring to
Figure 29, the exposure time is assumed to exist midway between
orbital noon and sunset and continue until midway between orbital
midnight and sunrise.
A solar inertial type attitude was assumed so that the
change in velocity vector orientation can be determined with
respect to the Payload Z axis. For this analysis, a line-of-
sight (1) along the vehicle +Z axis was assumed.
In this orientation, outgassing rates and offgassing rates
are at their lowest since the Payload is on the coldest side of
the vehicle. Outgassing and offgassing (at 10 hours) column
densities for the minimum period in a zero beta angle configura-
tion in Table VI were used.
The velocity vector angle change was calculated on the
basis of a 4 degree per minute change for a 90 minute orbital
period. The maximum evaporator contribution for the zero (1)
line-of-sight was used for 60% of the time. The RCS 25 lb
thrust vernier engine profile was based upon firing every 15
seconds at which time it would fire for a 0.070 seconds duration
(nominal firing time pulse).
The results of this mission profile are shown in Table XIV.
For 60Z of the time, jhe molecular number column density will be
6.2x1013 molecules/cm and every 15 seconds will be 1.9x10 14 mole-
cules cm2/second. These values are for polar molecules.
The return flux accumulation predicted is separated into polar
and total impingement for 200 and 435 km orbital altitudes. The
return flux values are based on a 53 degree view angle encompassing
the representative Payload surface. The actual amount of return
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Table XIV. Return Flux on Representative Payload Configuration
Surface for a 53 Degree Field-of-View for Mission
Profile in Figure 29
MISSION ACCUMULATIVE RETURN FLUX (g/cm2
DURATIONS
POLAR MOLECULES TOTAL MOLECULES
435 Km per orbit 3.2(-8) 5.8(-8)
one day 5.1(-7) 9.3(-7)
7 days 3.6(-6) 6.5(-6)
14 days 7.1(-6) 1.3(-5)
30 days 1.5(-5) 2.8(-5)
200 Km per orbit 1.7(-6) 3.1(-6)
one day 2.7(-5) 5.0(-5)
7 days 1.9(-4) 3.5(-4)
14 days 3.8(-4) 7.0(-4)
30 days 8.1(-4) 1.5(-3)
Molecular Number Column Density
1) 60% of exposure time = 6.2x10 polar molecule/cm
14
2) Every 15 seconds of exposure time = 1.9x10 polar
molecule/cm
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flux reaching the experiment surfaces will depend strongly on the
physical configuration. The return flux values presented here
correspond to the bottom of a telescope tube 2.5 meters in diameter
and 5 meterc in length (Figure 16). This surface represents a
primary mirror for a Cassegrain system For other configurations,
the return flux values will vary considerably, and may be accept-
able for telescopes which have higher effective f numbers.
The total return flux values can be assumed to be the deposi-
tion values for a cryogenically cooled system since all contaminant
molecules should deposit at the planned cryogenic temperatures.
5.4.2 Case 2 - Solar Experiment Payloads - For this case,
the Payload +Z axis was assumed to be in the orbital plane
(Z-IOP) and the vehicle (X,Z) plane in the orbital plane
(X-Z-IOP). Referring to Figure 30, the exposure times were as-
sumed to be from midway between orbital midnight and sunrise to
orbital sunset. A solar inertial attitude was assumed and a
line-of-sight (1) along the vehicle +Z axis was assumed as in
Case 1.
In this orientation, outgassing rates and offgassing rates
will be at their highest values since the Payload is on the warm
side of the vehicle. Outgassing and offgassing (at 10 hours)
number column densities for the maximum period in a 60 degree
beta angle configuration in Table VI were used.
As for the previous case, the maximum evaporator contribu-
tion for the zero (1) line-of-sight was used. Maximum RCS 25
lb thrust vernier engines fluxes for every 15 seconds for a
0.070 second duration were also assumed.
The results of this mission profile are shown in Table XV.
For 60V%. of the time, the total molecular column density is
8.9 x 1013 molecules/cm 2 and every 15 seconds it jumps to
3.3 x 1014 molecules/cm 2 . The total number of molecules is
presented rather than polar molecules since most solar type
experiments are not necessarily susceptible to only polar
molecules.
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Table XV. Return Flux on Representative Payload Configuration
Surface for a 53 Degree Field-of-View for Mission
Profile in Figure 30
MISSION ACCUMULATIVE RETURN FLUX (g/cm2
DURATIONDURTIO POLAR MOLECULES TOTAL MOLECULES
435 Km per orbit 5.3(-8) 1.3(-7)
one day 8.5(-7) 2.1(-6)
7 days 5.9(-6) 1.5(-5)
14 days 1.2(-5) 2.9(-5)
30 days 2.5(-5) 6.2(-5)
200 Km per orbit 1.8(-6) 5.8(-6)
one day 2.9(-5) 9.3(-5)
7 days 2.0(-4) 6.5(-4)
14 days 4.0(-4) 1.3(-3)
30 days 8.6(-4) 2.8(-3)
Molecular Number Column Density (molecules/cm2
1) 60% of exposure time = 6.7xl0 13 polar
60% of exposure time = 8.9x1013 total
2) Every 15 seconds exposure time = l.9xlO14 polar
Every 15 seconds exposure time = 3.3xl0 14 total
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The return flux accumulation prediction is slightly higher
than for Case 1 since the vehicle surfaces are warmer. However,
not all of this material will deposit oi solar experiments be-
cause of the relatively warm temperatures that will not allow
adsorbtion of most simple gases.
Payload geometry will dictate the actual flux on a sensitive
surface. The representative Payload surface modeled here cor-
responds to that shown in Figure 16.
5.5 Payload Susceptibilities - Payload susceptibility to
contamination was developed from information presented in the
Technical Letter ASD-PD-18743 identified in Applicable Documents,
results from the Goddard Space Flight Center Astronomy Workshop
criteria, comparison with similar experiment results gained from
the Skylab Program, and from the definition of the induced en-
vironment as developed from this study. Although specific data is
not available in many cases and the Woods' Hole standards are not
applicable for all Payloads, the various category Payloads can be
grouped and classified in general to specific affects of contami-
nation.
The following sections present the susceptibility review de-
veloped for this study.
5.5.1 Identification of Payload Sensitive Experiments/Surfaces -
Based upon the Technical Letter ASD-PD-18743, eleven Payload sensi-
tive experiment/surfaces matrices were developed. These matrices
address each of the eleven identified Payloads presented in the
above Technical Letter and identifies the various instruments or ex-
periments, location, contamination sensitivity, identification of
sensitive element, and measurement objective/function of each ex-
periment or experiment or critical surface. Tables XVI through
XXVI present these matrices.
5.5.2 Correlation with Skylab Experiments - The eleven Pay-
loads were treated as a class of Payloads (e.g. infrared, solar,
ultraviolet, etc.) and were compared to similar Skylab experiments.
The categorizing was based upon similar spectral range of operation.
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Table XVI. Payload AS-01-S 1.5m Cryogenically Cooled IR Telescope
Instrument Location Contamination Sensittvity Description Measurement Objective/Function
1.5m IR Telescope STA 951(external) Optics susceptible to particulates £f/2 cryo cooled, 10 Focuses 8.7 E-3 (0.50) field on cassegrain
>20 p m and vacuum condensible to 1000 . Internal image plane.
materials (VCM). No hot objects temp a 200K.
vithin 2w sterad of aperture
unless covered by sunshade.
Broadband IR STA 951 Optics susceptible to particulates Solid state, LHe Selected broadband photonetry in 10 toFilter Photometer (in telescope - >20p m- cooled detector 1000 p range.
external)
IR Photoconductor STA 951 Optics susceptible to particulates tHe cooled, doped Go Measures flux distribution with high NEPArray >20 p m and VCM. detector array and spatial resolution in 5 to 100 p
region.
Fourier Inter- STA 951 Optics susceptible to particulates LHe cooled Line profiles and position with mediumfnrometer- (in telescope. >20 p m and VCH. Interferometer resolution (0.1/cm, 25 to 1000 p ).Spectrometer external)
Polarimeter STA 951 Optics susceptible to particulates lHe cooled polarization Measures amount of linear and circular(in telescope - >20 p m and VCM. detectors polarization and angle.
external) 0
Crating STA 951 Optics susceptible to 1CM, Multichannel detector Moderate dispersion, intermediate band IR 0N
Spectrometer (in telescope - possibly to particulates. Liae cooled spectrophorometry, 50 to 100 p..
external)
Spectrophotometer STA 951 Optics susceptible to VCM, 24 channel, LHe Moderate dispersion bpectrophotometer(in telescope - possibly to particulates. cooled in the 10 to 50 p band.
external)
Instrument Selectov STA 951 May be susceptible to VCH. LHe cooled
Mechanisms (in telescope -
external)
Aspect and Guide STA 951 Sensitive to scattering from particles 0.3m Aspect Telescoupe Provide error signals to gimbals withStar Tracker Optics (outside >lem; possibly to scattering from & Star Guide Trackers 0.485 3-6 rad (0.1 arc see resolution).and Sensors telescope) molecules.
Optional Equipment:
Fine Pointed Gimbal/ STA 951 ay be susceptible to particulates
Mount (external) and VCM.
Table XVII. Payload AS-03-S Deep Sky UV Survey Telescope
Instrument Location Contamination Sensitivity Description 
Measurement Objective/Function
(3) - 0.75m UV Survey STA 1246 Very sensitive to scattering from Folded 
all reflective Directimaging (M< 21) @ 210 nm, spectral
Telescopes (external) atoms and molecules around space- Schmidt f/2 G .087 surveys 
@ 0.1 nm resolution (M< 9) and
craft and -to material of any size rad. (5o x 50) field. 10 nm resolution (M<15).
deposited on optical surfaces.
Camera/or Image STA 1246 Very sensitive to scattering from Reflective UV film Record 
images on UV sensiti-e film, wide
Intensifier Camera (external in atoms and molecules around space- camera/or electrono- 
field, high resolution images in reasonable
telescope craft. graphic camera, exposure time.
or airlock)
Film STA 1246 Sensitive to radiation if not
Magazine (added to shielded; sensitivity depends on
objective type of film.
grating)
Objective STA 1246 Susceptible to particles deposited
Grating (external - on surface.
in telescope)
Widefield Aspect STA 1246 Sensitive to scattering from Wide angle camera 
Aspect measurement for guide star identi-
Monitor & Tracker (external) particles > l m; possibly to fication and tracker error signals.
scattering from molecules.
Opticnal Equipment:
Fine Point, High STA 1246 Hay be susceptible to particulates
Stability Gimbals lexternal) and VCM.
Table XVIII. Payload AS-04-S Im UV Diffraction Limited Telescope
Instrument Location Contamination Sensitivity Description - Measurement ObJective/Function
Im UV Telescope STA 1246 Sensitive to scattering from atoms R.C f/16 Cassegrain Focuses diffraction limited image in 0.09
(external) and molecules around spacecraft 0.50 Field to 0.7 p region into focal plane.
and to material of any size
deposited on optical surfaces.
Guidestar Trackers STA 1246 Sensitive to scattering from Two star capability, Provide error signals for gimbal control
(included in particles > 1i m; possibly to 0.015 arc sec. angular and adjustment for secondary focus.
telescope) scattering from molecules.
rImaging Sta 1246 Sensitive to scattering from Reflecting slit Multiple range spectroscopy in 0.11 to
Spectrograph particles and molecules around Spectrograph 0.7 1 region with lambda/delta lambda
spacecraft. (X/A ) - 10,000.
Echelle STA 1246 Sensitive to scattering from All reflecting Echelle High dispersion spectroscopy in region
Spectrograph particles and molecules around @/2 gratings and 3 of 0.12 to 0.7 u , 3 ranges, X /A
spacecraft. mirrors 100,000.
Lyman STA 1246 Sensitive to scattering from Concave grating, mult. Moderate dispersion spectroscopy A/&A
Spectrograph atoms and molecules around detector in row. 10,000 in Lyman Series 0.09 to 0.12 u.
spacecraft, especially for cir. Q/slit. 0
observations of nebulous sources
f/30 Film Camera STA 1246 Sensitive to scattering from 40 em film, remote High resolution image recording, 9.17 E-7
molecules and particles around control film advance, rad (0.2 arc sec) in solected spectral
spacecraft. Film is sensitive interference filters. bands.
to radiation unless shielded.
Electronographic STA 1246 Used with film camera or field Electron optics & Achieve reasonable exposure times for
Image Converter monitor; optical sensitivity film cameras, faint sources.
will be same as the instrument
with which it is used.
Table XIX, Payload AS-20-S 2.5m Cryogenically Cooled IR Telescope
Instrument Location Contamination Sensitivity Description Measurement Objective/Function
2.5m IR Telescope STA 951 Optics susceptible to particulates f/2 cryo cooled, 10 to Focuses 8.7 E-3 (0.5o0 field on Cassegrain
(external) >20 m and vacuum condensible 1000 a . Internal image plane.
materials (VCM). No hot.objects Temp a 200K.
within 21 sterad of aperture
unless covered by sunshade.
Broadband IR , STA 951 Optics susceptible to particulates Solid State, Le Selected broadband photometry in 10 to
Filter Photometer (in telescope - >20 A m. cooled detector 1000, range.
external)
IR Photoconductor STA 951 Optics susceptible to particulates LHe cooled, doped Ce Measures flux distribution with high NEP
Array > 20,. m and VCM. detector array and spatial resolution in 5 to 100
region.
Fourier Inter- STA 951 Optics susceptible to particulates LHe cooled, Line profiles and position with medium
ferometer - (in telescope > 20 m and VCM. interferometer resolution (0.1/cm, 25 to 1000 )
Spectrometer external)
Polarimeter STA 951 Optics susceptible to particulates LHe cooled, Measures amount of linear and circular
(in telescope - >20 p m and VCM. Polarization Detectors polarization and angle.
external)
Grating Spectrometer STA 951 Optics susceptible to VCM, Le cooled, Multichannel Moderate dispersion, intermediate band
(in telescope - possibly to particulates. detector IR Spectrophotometxy, :? - 100 .
external)
Spectrophotometer STA 951 Optics susceptible to VCM, LHe cooled, 24 Moderate dispersion spectrophotometer
(in telescope - possibly to particulates. channel in the 10 to 50 a band.
external)
Instrument Selector STA 951 May be susceptible to VCH. LHe cooled.
Mechanisms (in telescope -
external)
Aspect and Guide STA 951 Sensitive to scattering from particles 0.5m Aspect Telescope, Provide error signals to gimbals with
Star Tracker Optics (outside >l1Am; possibly to scattering from TV field monitor, & 0.485 E-6 rad (0.1 arc sec) resolution.
and Sensors telescope) molecules, guide star trackers
Optional Equipment:
Fine Pointed Gimbal/ STA 951 May be susceptible to particulates
Mount (external) and VCMH.
Table XX , Payload 80-01-5 Dedicated Solar Sortie Mission
Instrument location Contamination Sensitivity Description Measurement Objective/Function
Externally Occulted STA 1037 Very-sensitive to scattering from Images corona by Observe coronal brightLnes 2000 - 7000 2 ;Coronagraph (external) molecules or particles in vicinity occulting solar disk. 1.5 to 6 solar radii..
of spacecraft. Sensitive to
material deposited on optical sur-
faces. Film sensitive to radiation.
lO0-cm Photoheliograph STA 936 Sensitive to scattering from mole- Telescope with High spatial & spectral resolution(external) cules or particles in vicinity of spectrograph, images of sun.
spacecraft. Sensitive to material
deposited on optical surfaces.
Film sensitive to radiation.
Soft X-Ray STA 1159 Susceptible to scattering from Ods collimators, grazing Coronal maps and line profiles, 0.5 -Spectrometer/ (external) 
. small particulates in range 0.01 telescope, flat crystals 25 .
Spectroheliograph A m and larger.
Grid Collimator STA 1127 Susceptible to scattering from small 2 aligned grids locate flare to 2 arc sec in 10 - 30Acquisition Photometer (external) particulates and condensates in range Photon counters sec.
of 0.01 , m and larger.
0Solar Gamma STA 1190 May be sensitive to particulates Spark Chamber Decay Gamma Rays from flare pions."Ray Detector and condensates, with reduced
sensitivity due to scattering.
Bragg Reflection STA 1239 Susceptible to scattering from small Crystal Reflector, Polarization of soft X-rays from flaresPolarimeter (external) particulates and condensates of sizes Photon counter I - 10 Kev.
0.01 p m; condensate crystal lattices
act as unwanted grating for Bragg
reflections.
Table XXI. Payload CN-01-S Communications/Navigation Sortie Mission
Instrument Location Contamination Sensitivity Description Measurement Objective/Function
Note: Experiments located inside Sortie Lab are not tabulated.
Optical Antenna STA 1208 Possible sensitivity, depending 30-meter Parabolic Determine the structurtal, thermal and
on design. Antenna electromagnetic perfor ance of a 30 meter
antenna reflector in space.
Gas Analyzer STA 1292 Sensitivity to gases and perhaps
to particles is expected; exact
values are not known.
STARS Platform STA 1152 Susceptible to scattering from Stellar Tracking Evaluate the precision of star trackers.
and Sensor System molecules and particulates in Attitude Reference
vicinity of spacecraft (particle System
sizes 100p ). Sensitive to
material deposited on optical
surfaces.
PADS Sensor System STA 1208 Sensitivity will depend on design; Precision Attitude Evaluate the precision of the rate gyro
at worst, will be same as for STARS Determination System systems.
system.
Optical instruments located inside will be susceptible to scattering from
molecules and particles in vicinity of spacecraft.
Table XXII. Payload AP-01-A Upper Atmosphere Explorer
Instrument location Contamination Sensitivity Description Measurement Obio ie/Function
Electron Analyzer STA 1210 Specific design may impose contamina- Solid State of Measure electronic currnt present.
tion limits. Inside spacecraft. Channeltron
Current Collector/ STA 1210 See above. Gridded Faraday Cup Measure electric ion current present.
Analyzer
Ion Spectrometer STA 1210 May detect charged contaminants. Analyze ambient ion mass species.
VLF Receiver plus STA 1210 Specific design may impose Low Noise Model Pick up VIP radio waves present.
Antenna contamination limits.
Mass Spectrometer STA 1210 Require contaminant gas pressure Calibrated for H, He, O Analyze ambient atmosphere mass species.
less than 10-6 atm; no organic
molecules are permissible.
UV Detector STA 1210 May be susceptible to particulate Photomultiplier Measure Ambient UV Flux.
contaminant down to 0.1 micrometer
and Vacuum Condensable Materials
(VCM). Ambient temperature and
pressures will not be constant over
orbit.
Electric Field Deratect-r STA 1210 Specific design may impose contamina- Capacitive Solid State Measure ambient electric fields.
tion limits.
Magnetometer STA 1210 See above. Rb vapor, triaxial Measure geomagnetic fields.
Drag Analyzer STA 1210 See above. Measure atmospheric drag.
Pressure Cauge STA 1210 ill be susceptible to gaseous Ruggedised ion gauge. Measure ambient atmosphere pressure
effluents, vater vapor, and possibly
to particulates.
Table XXIII. Payload AS-01-A Large Space Telescope
Instrument Location Contamination Sensitivity Description Measurement Objective/Function
Optical Telescope STA 749 Exposed optical surfaces susceptible £/12 Ritchey- Collects & focuses energy & images to
Assembly (AS100) to contamination by condensed gaseous Chretien 3m aperture. instruments, 0.09 to S z
effluents, water vapor, and particulates.
Telescope should be covered and repres-
surized with clean air at small positive
pressures for reentry and for service
visits by Shuttle.
f/12 Camera Assembly STA 1146 Assembly is located inside LST; will not Camera plus filters Images: .115 to .5551g with 1.37 E-3
(AS105) Inside IST be directly exposed to space but will be rad. field.
exposed to effluents, products of out-
gassing, and particulates trapped in
instrument area. Image tube optical sur-
faces must be protected from water vapor.
£/96 Camera Assembly STA 1146 See above. 3 cameras plus filters. Images: .115 - .340, .165 to .55, .45
(AS11O) Inside LST 1.1 % with 1.7 E-4 red. field.
FO Spectrograph I STA 1146 See above. 4 instruments, 6 Faint resolution spectroscope: .115 - .16,
(AS1l21) Inside LST spectral ranges .16 - .22, .22 - .352,. .352 - .66, .66 - 1.0,
1.0 - 5.0 .
FO Spectrograph II STA 1146 See above. .
(AS122) Inside LST
Fu Spectrograph III STA 1146 See above.
(AS123) Inside LST
Kid IR Interferometer STA 1146 'See above,
(AS124) Inside LST
High Resolution STA 1146 See above. Echelle Type High resolution spectroscopy: .115 to
Spectrometer I (AS131) Inside LST .180 .
High Resolution STA 1146 See above. Echelle Type High resolution spectroscopy: .180 to
Spectrometer II (AS132) Iside LST .350 ~ .
Optional Instrument STA 1146 See above,
(ASI40) Inside LST
Slit Jaw Camera Assembly STA 1146 See above,
(AS170) Inside IST
Instrument Support STA 1146 See above. Includes Louver Control Maintains constant 2930 + 20 K in science
Equipment (AS180) Inside LST Thermal Control System instrument area.
Table XXIII. Payload AS-01-A Large Space Telescope (Concluded)
Instrument Location Contamination Sensitivity Description Measurement Objective/Function
Guidance, Navigation, STA 1200 Susceptible to large sporadic Inertial Reference Unit, OTA directed to 4.9 E-6 rad. Provides
Stabilization Suba~yetfa Inside 1ST particles (100 micrometer) in field CMG Actuators backup attitude to 1.46 E-4 rad.
(SM-101) - Star Tracker of view, which may reflect enough
sunlight for the tracker to mistake
them for guide stars. Smaller
particles (1 micrometer) may scatter
enough light to increase background
levels and make detection of objects
more difficult.
P-A
Table XXIV. Payload AS-02-A ILman Alpha Explorer
Instrument location Contamination Susceptibility Description Measurement Objective/Function
UV Telescope STA 1128 Highly susceptible to contamination 0.45m, f/15 cassegrain Collect and focus energy in the 0.115
(AS-210) from condensed gases on optical to 0.320 A band.
surfaces and to scattering from
small particles (~ 0.1 micrometer
in size) in field of view. Telescope
assembly should be covered and
presaurized with clean air to alight
positive pressure for ascent and
reentry.
Spectrograph Assembly STA 1187 Susceptible to gaseous effluents High dispersion Rchelle Resolution: 0.1 2 in 0.08 to 0.15 , range,
(AS-211) Liside and particulates; image tube must spectrograph measure spectra from comets, planets, stars,
spacecraft be protected from water vapor, earth exosphere.
Lyman Alpha Resonance STA 1187 May be less sensitive than other instru- Detection & intensity measurements of
Absorption Cell (AS-212) Inside ments to light scattered over broad faint source Lyman Alpha radiation. 0.09 -
spacecraft wavelength range. Scattering from mole- to 0.150 * ln
cules and particles .1 micrometer in size
will tend to reduce signal-to-noise ratio;
condensation of gaseous effluents may be
important. Telescope and instrument
optics are to be maintained at 2730 K, so
condensation can occur very early in
lifetime of satellite.
Acquisition Field STA 1187 Susceptible to large sporadic part-
Camera Inside icles ( ~-100 micrometers) in field
(AS-213) spacecraft of view which may reflect enough
sunlight for the tracker to mistake
them for guide stars. Smaller
particles (~ 0.1 micrometer) may
scatter enough light to increase
background levels and make detection
of objects more difficult.
Table XXV. Payload HE-01-A Large X-Ray Telescope Facility
Instrument Location Contamination Susceptibility Description Measurement Objective/Function
X-Ray Telescope STA 616 Particulates and condensate Nested array of X-ray Cgllect and focus 0.1 to 4 Rev X-ray in a -
(SElOA) Closure deposited on surfaces and in line-of- reflecting mirrors 1 field-of-view with resolution of 2.57
sight will degrade performance by (structure - 3m dii x E-6 rad (0.5 arc sec.)
scattering. 15m long - 5000 cm area)
Field Honitor Camera STA 620 Sensitive to scattering by small In conjunction with Monitor X-ray field of. view in UV/VL
(HE101A) particles (- 1 micrometer) and by aspect sensor telescope range .40 to .12.
large particles (~ -100 micrometer)
on optics and in line-of-sight. Image
tube must be protected from water
vapor.
Guide Star Trackers STA 1210 See above. Provide offset tracking of two or more
(HE103A) Inside payload guide stars.
Aspect Sensor STA 620 See above. 0.3m D x 12m optical Monitor X-ray field of view in UV/VL
Telescope (HIIEI05A) Inside payload scope with above field range .40 to .12p .
mon. & star tracker with
detector below.
Proportional Counter STA 1210 Specific design may impose con-
(HElIl1A) Inside payload tamination limits.
a'
Image Detector/ 8TA 1210 See above. Proportional counter at Provide images in 0.1 to 4 Key band with
Intensifier (HE121A) focal plane with spatial resolution of 2.43 E-6 red (0.5 arc eec).
readout.
Crystal Spectrometer STA 1210 See above. Crystal array mounted on Provide high resolution.apectral
(HEI31A) Inside payload gimbal apd prop. counter, measurements in 0.1 to 4 Kev range.
Transmission Grating STA 1128 Susceptible to particulates and
and Filter Inside payload condensate on surfaces; less
(HE143A) sensitive to material floating in
line-of-sight.
Table XXVI. Payload PL-04-A Mazre Had Lander
Instrument Location Contamination Susceptibility Description Measurement 
Objective/Function ..
Multispectr4l Line STA 782 On spacecraft bus. Avoid deposi- Photograph planet surface.
Scan Camera tion of VCM and particulate on
optical surfaces.
IR Radiometer STA 782 See above. Planetary atmosphere temperature, pressure,
composition.
UV Photometer STA 782 Soo above.
Magnetometer STA 782 See above. Planetary internal structure.
Solar Wind Analyzer STA 782 See above. Solar wind/atmosphere interaction
Neutral Mass STA 835 " On Lander. Must be sterile and Quadrupole Atmospheric composition.
Spectrometer clean to assure probability of less
than 0.001 of one earth organism on
Mars.
Temperature Gauge STA 835 See above. Thermocouple Atmospheric temperature.
Pressure Gauge STA 835 See above. Transducer Atmospheric pressure.
Accelerometer STA 835 See above. 3 Axis Atmospheric density.
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Although the Shuttle Payloads may differ in design or sensitivity
or offer a wider spectral range of perforance than many of the
individual experiments on Skylab, some are similar in nature and
limited correlation can be attained.
Table XXVII presents a matrix which identifies a proposed
Shuttle Payload and similar Skylab experiments. For each Skylab
experiment, the spectral range of the experiment, the maximum
allowable signal attenuation and the maximum scattering or back-
ground noise, the tolerable particle densities are presented. The
sensitivities presented for the Skylab experiments were obtained
from each of the Skylab experiment's Principal Investigators.
5.5.3 Shuttle Payload Induced Environment - Table XXVIII
summarizes the extent of the predictions resulting from the previ-
ous sections and the impact on each payload.
The first 3 columns address the range of total mass column
densities, number column densities,and maximum return flux when
all sources are contributing for all lines-of-sight. The mass
and number column densities do not directly concern Free Flying Pay-
loads while in the bay area and are considered not applicable.
The return flux values can impact the deployable systems while in
the experiment bay during pre-deployment preparation.
The particle emission/scattering column relates to the pre-
dicted particle densities background to infrared systems as an
emission source and to ultraviolet systems as a scattering source.
The signal wavelength X, particle radius r,and resulting signal
strength in watts/micron or brightness in terms of star magnitude
are included.
The signal absorption resulting from deposition is listed for
a 7 and 30 day mission taken from the deposition per orbit column
for the typical sortie mission exposure time for the representative
payload surface. The absorption loss is based on attenuation data
used for Skylab evaluation for the ultraviolet systems and infrared
signal losses from quoted sources that indicate a 0.1 micron de-
posit will result in a 1% signal loss.( 1) The signal wavelength con-
sidered, X , is also included.
() Witteborn, F. C.: "Infrared Telescope for a Space Observatory," -
Preliminary Draft, July 31, 1973.
Table XXVII. Shuttle Payload Correlation with Skylab Experiment Susceptibilities
Shuttle
Payload Similar Skylab Spectral Maximum Allowable Maximum Scattering or Tolerable Particle
Designation Experiments Region Signal Attenuation Background Noise Densities
A) l.5m IR Telescope S191 IR Spectrometer 0.4-15.4 pm 10% Known Degradation B/Be - 4.0x10 "  Not Specified
1-3% Unknown Degradation
S192 Multispectral-Scanner 0,4-12.5 pm < 5% Degradation B/Be - 4.4xl0
9  
Not Specified
Star Tracker S-20 Visible Not Specified S-20 Visible Mag. of 1.16 Particles >10p Exceed
(is 1/2 Nag. Below Threshold & Are Track-
Dimmest Target Star) able as Stars
B) neep Sky UV S019 (UV Stellar Astronomy) 1300-3000 10% @ 1300R, 1700R & 3000 Not Specified 12.5xlO6/c 2 (.01 to .2p m)Telescope Correspon to Deposition of 9, 5.0x105 /cm (.2 to 1.0pm)
17, or 72A @ 30 Reflection 2.5xO14 /cm2 (1.0 to 5.0* m)
Respectively
S183 (WI Panorama) 1500-2100 Any Attenuation but 50% Will Not Specified Same as S019
2800-3400R Make Data Useless
S063 (W Airglow Horizon 2400-6500 Any Attenuation Between 2350- B/Be - 3.3x10"10  Not Specified
Photography) 3450 but 50% Will Make Data
Useless
C) m UV Diffraction Same as B Same as. B Same as B Same as B Same as B
Limited Telescope
D) 2.5m Cooled IR Same as A Same as A Same as A Same as A Same as A
Telescope
E) Dedicated Solar S020 X-Ray/UV Solar 10-100 10%7. of Incoming Signal Will 1 B/ho - 1.2x10- 8  Partic'es Greater Than
Sortie Mission Photography 20-200R Harmful (Corresponds to~ 4200 
- 10i Could Possibly
of 02) Clog Entrance Slit
S054 X-Ray Spectrographic 3-60 < 107. Grating is Vulnerable & B/B < 1x10O3  Not Specified
Telescope 2-101 Film Deposits on Reflecting Sur-
faces Can Cause Scattering
S056 XUV & X-Ray Telescope 2-20R 409 in 6-60RAon Primary Mirror B/Be < 10
-3  
Not Specified
5-33%
S082-UV Spectrograph and 970-394X Deposits on MF2 Surface Can B/B < 10 Not Specified
XUV Monitor 170-550A Cause Scattering & Absorption
F) Communications/ S193 Microwave Radiometer 13.9 GHz 0.j% @ 13.9 G!z ~ 2.54x10 pgm/ Not Specified Outgassing Creating Increased
Navigation Sortie Scatterometer Altimeter cm or .01 Inch Deposition Pressures (~ 10 Torr) Could
Mission Create Corona Problems
Star Tracker Same as A Same as A Same as A Same as A
Table XXVII. Shuttle Payload Correlation with Skylab Experiment Susceptibilities (Continued)
Shuttle
Payload Similar Skylab Spectral Maximum Allowable Maximum Scattering or Tolerable Particle
Designation Experiments Region Signal Attenuation Background Noise Densities
G) Upper Atmosphere S019 Same as B Same as B Sameas B Sam as
£xplorer
S063 Same as B Same as B Same as B Same as B
S183 Same as B Same as B Same as B Same as B
H) Large Space Telescope S019 Same as B Same as B Same as B Same as B
S063 Sam as B Same as B Same as B Same as B
9183 Sam as B Beae a B Same as B sa as 8
S190A Multi-Spectral Photo- 400-900 nm 0.5% @ 400 nm Equivalent Optical Flare Not Specified
graphic Camera (Visible) 0.5% @ 650 nm Increase Shall Not Ex-
S190B Earth Tesrain Camera 400-900 nm 0.57. 0 900 nm ceed 0.4%. B/Be  3.7x10"(Visible) Fluid & Semi-Solid Shall Not Cause
Greater Than 0.5% Lose cf Trans-
mitted Incident Radiation at 0o-15o
Incident Angle 0 400, 650, 900 nm
S191 Same as A Same as A Same as A . Same as A
S192 Same as A Same as A Same as A Same as.A
I) Extra Corona Lyman S055 296-1350 107. @ 300-13501 B/Be < 0
4  
1014 H, 1 216N or 0
Alpha Explorer Atom,/cm
S082 170-550R 107. @ 170-6001 B/Be < 10-4  lOl/cm2 All Species
970-3940
J) Large X-ray Telescope S020 Same as. E Same as E Same as E Same as E
S054 Same as E Same as E Same as E Same as E
S056 Same as E Same as E Same as E Same as E
S150 1-601 < 10% @ 60X Not Specified Not Specified
< 5% @ 15•
Star Tracker Same as A Same as A Same as A Same as A
R) Mars Hffard Lander S019 Same as B Same as B Same as Same as 8
S063 Same as B Same as B Same as B Same as B
S183 Same as B Same as B Same as B Same as B
S190A & B Same as H Same as H Same as H Same as H
S191 Same as A Same as A Same as A Same as A
S192 Same as A Same as A Same as A Same as A
Table XXVIII. Payload Contamination Summary
PARAMETER TOTAL MASS NUMBER RETURNED PARTICLE MOLECULAR DEPOSITION FLUX ON DEPLOYED DEPOSITION PER ORBIT
COLUMN COLUMN FLUJ (MAX) EMISSION/ SCATTER/ ABSORPTION SYSTEM AT FOR TYPICAL SORTIE
DENSIjY DENSITY (g/cm /sec) SCATTERING ABSORPTION DISTACE (Z) MISSION EXPOSURE TIME
PAYLOAD (g/cm ) (molecules/ 435 Km 200 Km -(g/cm /sec) FOR REPRESENT TIVE
CASSE cm ) SURFACE (Z/cm )
CIASSES 435 Km 200 Km 435 Km 200 Km
1, Deep Space Payloads 1C-9) to 1(13) to 1(-12) 1(-10) A- 10L A-1p 1(-14)to l(-12)w/p
1.5m Cryogenically 1( ) 1(15) to to r 10p 10-17w/p A-10pl(-20)to l(-18)w/p >1% >1% N/A 5.8(-) 1.7(-6)
cooled IR Telescope 1(-10) 1(-8) r-0l 10 15w/p T>0.999 (7 days)
Deep "ky UV Survey 1(-9) to 1(13) to 1(-12) 1(-10) A -0.1 to 0. 3 p A-O.1M -20 to 25 at 1000R at 1000
Telescope 1(-8) 1(15) to to M -25 to 37 AO.2 ,?Muv-15 to 20 7 days<1% 7 days<1% N/A 3.0(-12) 1.6(10)
1(-10) 1(-8) r 10p T > 0.09 30 days<l% 30 days 1%
lm UV Diffraction 1(-9) to 1(13) to 1(-12) 1(-10) A-O.1 to O.3p A-.pH - 20 to 25 at 1000 at 1000
Limited Telescope 1(-8) 1(15) to to M I 37 to 40 A.3pM v - 15 to 20 7 days<l% 7 days<l% M/A 3.0 -12) 1.6(-10)
1(-10) 1(-8) P 10p T > 0.999 30 days<1% 30 days<1%
S 2.5m Cryogenically 1(-9) to 1(13) to 1(-12) 1(-10) A- 10 17 A-1pl(-14)to 1(-12)wL
SCooled IR Telescope 1(-8) 1(15) to to r.10lO'1 w/p A-1A1(-20)to 1(-18)v >1% >>I N/A 5.8(-8) 1.7(-6)
1(-10) 1(-8) r.100jp10_wv/p T > 0.999 (7 days) I-h
2, Solar Payloads 1(-9) to 1(13) to 1(-12) 1(-10) A- 0.5p A-0.5A at 2000R at 20001
Dedicated Solar 1(-8) 1(15) to to V6 r:=lOp Hfp-l-11) to 1(-9) 7 days 6% 7 days<17% N/A 5.4(-9) 1.6(4-0)
Sortie Mission 1(10) 1(-8) Coronagraph (wicm -p)coronagraph 30 days 25% 30 days 1%
T>0.999
3. Co-.unication Payloads I1(-9) to 1(13) to 1(-12) 1(-10)
Comunications/Navi- 1-81 1(15) to to N/A N/A N/A N/A 5.4(-9) 1.6(-10)
gation Sortie Mission 1(-10) 1(-8)
4. Free Flying Payloads 1(-12) 1(-10) 1.3(-7)at Z=19 ft
Upper Atmosphere N/A N/A to to N/A N/A N/A 2.0(-7)at Z*129 ft N/A
Explorer 1(-10) 1(-8) 2.0(-9)at Z-1290 ft
Large Space Telescope N/A N/A 1(-12) 1(-10) N/A N/A N/A 1.3(-7)at Z-19 ft
to to 2.0(-7)at Z-129 ft N/A
1(-10) 1(-8) 2.0(-9)at Z-1290 ft
Extra Corona Lyman N/A N/A 1(-12) 1(-10) N/A N/A N/A 1.3(-7)at 2-19 ft
Alpha Explorer to to 2.0(-7)at Z=129 ft N/A
1(-10) 1(-8) 2.0(-9)at Z=1290 ft
Large X-ray Telescope N/A N/A 1(-12) 1(-10) N/A N/A N/A 1.3(-7)at Z-19 ft
Facility to to 2.0(-7)at Z=129 ft N/A
1(-10) 1(-8) 2.0(-9)at Z-1290 ft
Mars Hard Lander N/A N/A 1(-12) 1(-10) N/A N/A N/A 1.3(-7)at Z-19 ft
to to 2.0(-7)at 2-129 ft N/A
1(-10) 1(-8) 2.0(-9)at Z-1290 4t
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The flux levels on a deployed system are presented as a
function of distance from the Orbiter.During deployment manuevers,
three distances from the vehicle along the +Z axis were chosen to
represent possible deposition at deployed system positions. These
were Z = 19, 129, and 1,2907feet. 2 The flux rates on a P yload at
these pos tions2 are 1.3x10 g/cm /second, 2.0x10 7 g/cm /second,
and 2x10" g/cm /second respectively. The flux levels between
Z = 19 and 129 feet increase from Z = 19 and reach a maximum then
fall to the level noted at 129 feet. Depending upon the deployment
time, significant flux could occur but should present no immediate
problem since the deploying payload is essentially closed up. How-
ever, RCS deposits can exist from attitude control manuevers and
will essentially desorb over a 72 hour period at which time a re-
sidual deposit will remain. If the surfaces that have RCS deposits
are in the field-of-view of critical surfaces in an operational
mode, several days may be required before operation can commence.
If the 900 lb thrust engines are employed during deployment, this
could be a significant problem.
Particulate material generated by the Orbiter during deploy-
ment will experience atmospheric drag effects and should clear the
vicinity of the deployed system for altitudes of 500 km or less in
times small compared to the deployed system activation time.
At altitudes above 700 km, the drag effect may not be suffi-
cient to clear particulates quickly since the acceleration a par-
ticle experiences will drop by two orders of magnitude for an alti-
tude change from 400 km to 1000 km.
The particulates generated by the deployed Payload itself will
be an area of concern at any altitude because of the particulates
proximity to the Payload and the continuous capability of such
particulate generation. The magnitude of the problem will be di-
rectly related to ground handling, experiment bay storage,and number
of movable surfaces a deployed system will have.
The deposition per orbit values for the typical sortie missions
presented in the previous section are based on the following assump-
tions.
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For the infrared systems, all material impinging by return
flux mechanisms is allowed to deposit because of the cold. surface
temperattres. The actual amount reaching all components of a
specific configuration can be less than these values. However,
these values do represent the possible deposition resulting on
a surface at the lower end of the system.
The deep space ultraviolet systems at 435 km will have deposi-
tion from outgassing and vernier engine sources. The ultraviolet
surface was assumed to be slightly colder than the outgassing
sources thus not allowing total deposition to occur. Of the engine
return flux, a factor of 0.002 was allowed to deposit and is based
on RCS engine testing from the Skylab Program and Skylab flight data.
For the solar sortie missions, the experiment surface was
assumed to be at 200C and the average outgassing sources at 600 C,
thus allowing 30% of the outgassing return flux to deposit at 435
km. The amount of engine deposits remaining as in the ultraviolet
case is several orders of magnitude below the outgassing sources.
At 200 km, the outgassing molecules cannot reach the experi-
ment line-of-sight to be reflected back since they experience
approximately 400 collisions/second with the ambient atmosphere
and thus have very short meanfree paths. The engine deposition at
200 km is the major source and has the same value as in the previ-
ous case.
For both the Deep Space Ultraviolet and Solar Sortie Payloads,
the large amount of return flux from light gases, 02, N2 , CO2, CO
and H20 were not allowed to condense on the relatively warm surfaces
at 200C.
The values from Table XXVIII were compared to the applicable
Woods' Hole criteria (Table XXIX), GSFC astronomy sortie criteria
(Table XXX) and Skylab limits so that a correlation or risk assess-
ment can be made against available criteria or knowledge. The re-
sults of such an evaluation are presented in Table XXXI along with
comments where applicable.
Table XXIX. Contamination Standards from Woods' Hole Summer Study
Work Sheets (July 1973)*
12 2(1) Contamination return rate from leakage and outgassing : 1012 molecules/cm2/second
(2) ?acticulate emission rate (particles 10 M or larger) < 10 particles/cm /secor.i
(3) RCS fuel expended <20 kg/day at 1% return
(4) No waste dumps
(5 oum esiyo1 <0 0  12.
(5) Column density of H l20<101 to 1012 (molecules with dipole moment) molecules/cm2
(6) < 1 ionizing event at detector/day, i.e. <17 event of energy
22
>.5 Mev per cm per sec; <.100/cm 2 electrons of energy
>.5 Mev on outside of instrument. (per P. Dyal NASA/ARC-SSA phone (415) 965-5520)
* (Applicable document, ASD-PD-18743)
Table XXX. Astronomy Working Group Contamination Control Requirements
(Page 34, Astronomy Working Group Report of May 1973)*
Category (1), Atmosphere Around the Spacecraft
All absorption lines, UV, Optical, and IR, shall be optically thin. Possible exceptions
would be lines such asLa.which exist naturally in the earth's upper atmosphere. Continuum
-16
emission or scattering shall not exceed 20th mag in the UV in a 1 arc sec circle, or 10 W
noise equivalent power in a 10 are sec circle (lM Telescope) for AX/X = 0.5 bandwidth in
the IR at wavelengths from 10 to a few hundredpm.
Category (2), Condensation on Optical Surfaces
Less than 1% loss due to absorption of radiationAX/X 0.1, by condensables on optical Ln
surfaces (UV, Optical, and IR) for the entire mission.
Categ.ry (3), "Artificial Stars" Produced by Small Particles
Less than one "Artificial Star" (i.e. 10 oevent above 10- 16 W/NFiTas seen by the detector
forAX/X 0.5 bandwidth, 10 arc sec circle, and lM telesccpe from 10 to a few hundred ~m
wavelength in the IR) per orbit.
* (Applicable document, ASD-PD-18743)
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Table XXXI. Applicable Criteria Summary
CRITERIA * APPLICABLE WOODS' ASTRONOMY WORKING CORRELATION
. HOLE STANDARDS " GROUP REQUIREMENTS WITH SKUIAB
PAYLOAD (REF. TABLE XXIX (REF. TABLE XXX) EXPERIMENTS
CLASSES - (REF. TAJILE XXVII)
1. Deep Sky Payloads E N E E/N E M
1.5m Cryogenically (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)
Cooled IR Telescope
Deep Sky U.V. Sur- N/A N/A N/A E/N E N (9)
vey Telescope (11) (11) (11) (6) (4) N (9)
lm U.V. Diffrac- N/A N/A N/A E/N E
tion Limited (11) (11) (11) (6) (4) N (9)
Telescope
2.5m Cryogenically E N E E/N E M
Cooled I.R. Tele- (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)
scope
2. Solar Payloads N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A (10)
Dedicated Solar (11) (11) (11) (12) (12) (12) (0)
Sortie Mission
3. Communication N/A N/A N/A
Payloads
Communication/Nay- (7) (7) (7) (7)
gation
Sortie Mission (11) (11) (11)
4. Free Flying Payloads N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Upper Atmosphere (13) (13) (13) (13) (13) (13) (13)
Explorer
Large Space
Telescope
Extra Corona Lyman
Alpha Explorer
Large X-Ray Tele-
scope Facility
Mars Hard lander
NOTES: E = Exceeded N = Not Exceeded 1 = Marginal
* Application of these criteria to Shuttle Payloads and the resultant
risk assessment should not be taken as absolute and/or as the final
judgment. For those cases where criteria was exceeded, additional
studies will be required to assess the specific impact.
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Table XXXI. Applicable Criteria Summary (continued)
/
COMMENTS:
1. Exceeds return flux criteria of 1012 molecules/cm2 /second.
2. Exceeds column density criteria 1010 to 1012 molecules/cm
2
.
3. Exceeds NEP criteria of 10 - 1 6 watts for X = lL for AX/X = 0.5.
4. Exceeds 1% absorption criteria.
5. False star appearance rate is acceptable (0.4 per/orbit). How-
ever large particles will exceed acceptable noise input of 10
" 16
watts for AX/X = 0.5.
6. Scattered ultraviolet exceeds criteria M 5 20 f1r high column
densities.
7. Insufficient experiment data.
-11
8. Skylab infrared systems (S191,S192) had NEP of ~ lxlO watts for
AXAIP.2 to 1.5. M ximum molecular column densities were
- 10 molecules/cm . No degradation due to scattering or
absorption has been identified to date. Shuttle infrared systems
will have NEP of - 10-16 watts for AX/X ~0.5 Shuttle molecu-
lar column densities are predicted to be 10l to 1015 molecules/
cm2 . Consequently, the greater Shuttle column densities and
higher instrument sensitivities have resulted in the previously
indicated degradation for the Shuttle instruments whereas no de-
gradation was predicted nor observed for the Skylab infrared in-
struments.
9. The Skylab ultraviolet experiments (S019,5183,S063) were de-
signed with sensitivities to detect ultraviolet stars with
magnitudes of ~-7 to 9. Molecular column densities were ~1013.
These same instruments would not be degraded by the Shuttle
column densities (1013 to 1015). However, the Shuttle ultra-
violet instruments are expected to detect. stars with Muv ~20.
Therefore the greater sensitivity of the Shuttle instruments to-
gether with the higher column densities accounts for the pre-
dicted degradation.
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Table XXXI. Applicable Criteria Summary (continued)
10. Significant numbers of particles.were observed by the Skylab
S052 coronagraph experiment, however, ito significant loss
of experiment data occurred. This.condition is also expected
for the Shuttle coronagraph.
11. Woods' Hole criteria are only applicable to infrared instruments.
12. No criteria established.
13. These payloads are not susceptible to Shuttle environment.
Primary contamination impact will be caused by self-induced
environment.
0
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Specific experiment geometries and mission profiles will
cause variations above and below those.predicted values for this
study prescented in Table XXVIII. Howaver, since a potential
contamination problem does exist for atnumber of the Payloads
evaluated, additional studies and meaningful criteria for each
susceptible Shuttle Payload should be established in the near
future to avoid overly restrictive design decisions as well as
design deficiencies. Table XXXI shows that the applicability of
the current standards or criteria and correlation from previous
programs is limited. For those established criteria, the deter-
mined induced environment exceeds for all intent and purpose those
standards or criteria identified. A requirement exists to assess
the applicability of the current standards against those Payloads
where sufficient detail exists and to develop criteria for those
cases where none currently exists.
In this way, applicable risk factors can be accurately as-
signed so that timely design changes or operational requirements
can be established for both the Payloads and the Orbiter. Until
such meaningful criteria are developed for each Payload and until
each Payload is modeled in detail with mission exposure profiles,
the results of the preliminary contamination study should be taken
to indicate a contamination problem appears to exist for all di-
rectly susceptible Payloads. Those recommendations given are
basic in minimizing the determined affects upon these Payloads.
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6. CONLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 General Discussion - The conclusions and recommenda-
tions presented in this study are based upon identified Shuttle
Orbiter and Payload operational characteristics consistent to the
time frame within which this study was conducted,to the relevant
supportive data gained from the Skylab Program, and those typical
mission profiles used to assess the affects of contamination. The
results presented in Section 5 were established against those con-
siderations where weighted worst case conditions would exist (e.g.
during evaporator operation, during RCS 25 lb thrust engine firings
and at the 10 hour offgassing rate point) for the sources evaluated.
Depending upon actual mission profiles, attitude requirements, and
specific Payload configurations; subsequent evaluations may produce
conditions inexcess or less than those indicated for this study.
The results presented are felt to be within an order of
magnitude for those conditions modeled and the conclusions and
recommendations presented below are weighted with this in mind
along with anticipated program requirements and changes.
The closed form analytical model approach used for this study
was shown on Skylab to be an effective tool in contamination evalua-
tion and assessment. The effectiveness of this approach is highly
dependent upon the quality of input data such as material charac-
teristics, mission profiles and surface temperatures, vent charac-
teristics, and the description of the physics involved in establish-
ing how the induced molecular and particulate environment will inter-
act with critical surfaces in question.
These types of limitations are inherent in all forms of model-
ing. However, they do not detract from the overall utility of such
a model. An analysis of this nature allows basic parameters to be
identifed, geometric considerations to be established, and formu-
lates in a systematic perspective the trends that evolve from varia-
tions of important physical parameters. As either physical data con-
cerning many of the complex functions becomes available along with
improved definitions of mission requirements, the inherent model
limitations can be minimized.
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6.2 Study Conclusions and Recommendations - The following
study conclusions and recommendations are made with respect to
initiating necessary program requirements for contamination con-
trol on the identified Payloads and/or the Shuttle Orbiter/Payload
interfaces.
6.2.1 Conclusions - By far, the infrared Payloads are re-
cognized to be the most susceptible to contamination. The levels
of contamination identified by this study from the major contami-
nant sources will present a problem to these types of Payloads.
The cryogenic nature of these systems inherently make them sus-
ceptible to condensing practically every contaminant source efflu-
ent capable of impinging upon the cooled surfaces. Deposition as
it results from the contaminant cloud is the primary influence on
changing thermal backgrounds in cryogenically cooled telescopes.
Thermal background changes occur in two basic areas. These are
the active thermal control of the telescope as a whole and the
specific properties of the critical optical and detector surfaces.
Deposition effects on the optical properties of these surfaces are
of great concern because of temperature rise in the thermal con-
trol surfaces and cooled optics. As a result, a change in emit-
tance properties of these surfaces from deposited contaminants
will increase the thermal background from the surfaces. Resultant
changes in the telescope's thermal background will increase the
usage rate of cryogens and severely limit its dynamic performance.
Internal surfac'es of an infrared telescope are generally highly
reflective specular surfaces with low emittance and absorptance
characteristics for both infrared and solar radiation. Doubling
the emissivity of these surfaces from values of approximately 0.02
to 0.04 (typical of evaporated aluminum or gold) can cause a
temperature change at the detector stage of 5 to 10 degrees Kelvin
(depending upon telescope design) on passively cooled detectors
operating in the 80 to 120 degree Kelvin range. Roughly 1 u of
ice buildup can raise the emissivity of these surfaces by 0.1
which represents an order of magnitude change in background signal
for infrared telescopes. On actively cooled systems, temperatures
will be only slightly affected and a slight emissivity change alone
will not significantly change the thermal background from the tele-
scope surfaces. However, this condition will significantly increase
cryogenic cooling requirements.
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From the study it has been shown that for the typical mission
profile of seven days, the contaminants capable of condensing upon
any exposed cooled surface is approximately 1 . Transmission andi
or absorption losses can also be significant in that a deposit of
0.1 a of H20 can create approximately 1% absorption of signal as
well as the net thermal changes previously identified.
The number column densities of polar molecules calculated
will not absorb significant amounts of energy. However, the total
number column densities are capable of scattering sufficient energy
in the 1 to 10a spectral range to interfere with those measurements
in this range.
Besides deposition, thermal emissions from particles 10 4
and larger will be the largest influence uyon infrareg type Pay-
loads. NEPs of approximately 10-15 to 10- 7 watts/Hz 2- for
these systems will require the particulate production to be no more
than that observed on Skylab or less. For observed Skylab particu-
late rates, the infrared Payloads potentially could have undesir-
able signal interference approximately every two to three orbits.
The very nature of the Shuttle Orbiter, the gimbaled infrared Pay-
loads, and the many large movable surfaces on the Orbiter which are
not characteristic of a fixed system as Skylab will most likely in-
crease the potential particulate production by an order of magni-
tude or two. In addition,particulates arising from the RCS engines
firings every 5 to 15 seconds could significantly increase the
particle environment and subsequently the observation of particu-
lates.
The ultraviolet systems (Deep Sky and 1 meter Ultraviolet Pay-
load) will also be susceptible to deposition from the returned flux.
These systems degrade rapidly in the ultraviolet from the deposition
of thin films. Deposition thickness of 2 to 3A will result in
approximately 1% signal degradation in the mid-ultraviolet regions
(900X to 10009). Deposition rates as a result of returned fluxes
calculated in this study indicate that during a typical mission of
seven days the deposition would be approximately 2R, thus indicating
a signal loss of nearly 1% for the assumed mission profile. However,
the deposition is temperature dependent and for this study the op-
tics or surfaces were considered to be at 20 degrees centigrade. A
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decrease in surface temperature would inctease the potential de-
position.
Although the potential loss of signal due to deposition on
ultraviolet systems is marginal for the conditions stated, the
impact becomes even more significant if one takes into account
the number of potential missions to be flown and the duration of
any one mission increasing to 30 days. There is also an implied
probable impact on similar Free Flying Payloads such as the LST
Thich has a mission life time of 15 years with 2-1/2 year revisits.
An equal concern arises from the deposition of large par-
ticles on critical optical mirrors and surfaces. Dust and other
particulates on the mirror surfaces can scatter off-aw:is stars
and could greatly increase the noise background. This particu-
late matter is similar to that in the case of the infrared Pay-
loads in that the quantity of particulates and the accumulative
effect is hard tc ascertain prior to a given mission.
For those molecular number column densities calculated in
this study, absorption is not considered a problem. Scattering
from the molecular column densities will be 20-25 M in the mid-
ultraviolet (100OX) and 15-20 M in the near ultrauvYolet (3000).
Scattering could be a significaff concern in the near ultraviolet.
Particulates in the size range of sensitivity for the infra-
red Payloads (101 to hundreds of microns) will not affect the
ultraviolet Payloads. Extremely large particles or pieces of
structure may be seen (S183 experiment on Skylab recorded an event
which was tumbling and was thought to be a piece of space debris)
but this affect would be transitory and should not degrade any data.
For those solar oriented Payloads, the main contamination con-
cern may arise for the X-ray type systems.- Preliminary Skylab data
has shown that the S020 experiment incurred significant data loss
below lO which is thought to be the result of H20. Mass or number
column densities calculated in this study exceed those on Skylab
in some instances by an order of magnitude or two and may indicate
a potential problem for X-ray type systems. Depending upon the
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types of sollar experiments employed, they t;ill probably detect
particulates as observed on Skylab. Although particulates were
observed on Skylab by various video displays and experiments such
as the white light coronagraph, these particle sightings did not
overly influence the quality of data. However, if for the Orbi-
ter, these particle rates increase, this could be an overall con-
cern.
The Communications and Navigation Payload is not anticipated
to be affected directly by any of the mass and column densities
calculated in this study. Concern for potential corona exists for
these systems when the offgassing rates are very high. Delay in
on orbit operational activities would minimize this effect. How-
ever, the potential delay period may be significant if the off-
gassing characteristic is predominant.
Contamination as a result of deposition on sensitive antenna
cones may be a problem but limited information is available to
assess this. Implied to a lesser degree would be long term deposi-
tion on thermal control surfaces and the subsequent change in solar
absorbtivity of these surfaces. This ultimately could factor into
a decision process on refurbishing requirements on the thermal con-
trol surfaces. This latter point is inherent for all Payloads
which require thermal control paints for passive or active cooling.
As with the thermal control paints, any Star Tracker system
required to support the individual Payloads will be affected by
particulate sightings. Until Star Tracker operational procedures
were changed on Skylab, the Star Tracker failure to track because
of random particles became a concern. The number of particle or
false star sightings will influence the fidelity of measurement pro-
grams where long target dwell times are required to see dim objects
(e.g. infrared and ultraviolet observations). The only system which
appears to be sensitive 'to the particulate'rate of false stars (as
observed on Skylab) is the 0.75 meter ultraviolet survey telescope
(42 particles per orbit). A factor of 2 or 3 increase in false
star sightings may equally impact other systems.
Contamination of Free Flying Payloads on orbit as a result of
the near Orbiter induced environment is not considered a signifi-
cant problem. The relative short deployment times and the flux
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levels of contaminants calculated will not affect'these systems.
For all intent and purpose, these systems will be closed and pro-
tected while stowed in the experiment bzy and during deployment
and the.r critical surfaces will not be exposed.
Of particular importance for the Free Flying Payloads is the
offgassing nature of the Orbiter and the Payload itself. In order
to gain maximum protection for these Payloads, they should be ex-
posed by opening the experiment bay doors and held in a solar mode
for a minimum time to insure or allow as much offgassing of the
Orbiter/Payload combination as possible. This would also be true
for those Payloads which will employ automatic aperture doors such
as the LST Payload. Maximum time should be used in assuring that
these systems have at least offgassed to anticipated normal levels
after being deployed before activation.
Hold periods of this nature will basically assure that par-
ticles that arise from deployment will be swept away. However,
for the high orbits (e.g. 700 km) particles could reside for days.
In any case, after deployment, the Free Flying Payload will in it-
self produce particulates and depending upon operational activities
will have its own environment to be concerned with and not that of
the Orbiter.
This latter point is extremely important in that this study
addressed only the Orbiter and its major sources. Each individual
Payload whether Free Flying or in the Spacelab configuration will
represent a large system many times the size and complexity of un-
manned satellites which themselves have incurred performance loss
as a result of various contamination affects. Although this study
begins to address major program contamination problems, specific
systems will be required to be assessed in detail both in the auto-
mated mode and in the sortie mode.
Free Flying Payload life times may be further decreased from
contamination during those periods where on orbit attending is re-
quired. This latter condition will impact these systems both from
the near induced environment from the Orbiter and as a result of
manned activities that require EVA to support. This may require
control of active overboard dumping during deployment and/or attend-
ing operations.
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Any diyect impingement from the Crb.ter RCS upon deployed
payloads nrust be avoided. Skylab results have shown that RCS en-
gines are capable of physically deflecting operational surfaces such
as solar arrays from hundreds of feet distance. This momentum
transfer from RCS impingement may cause physical failures in solar
arrays, antenna, and low strength doors or windows employed on a
payload. In addition, the resulting deposition of RCS engines
have been shown to result in long term effects which may increase
the on orbit operational activation time to minimize the affect.
The residual deposition from RCS engines will most likely decrease
operational life times of critical operational surfaces (e.g. solar
arrays, thermal control surfaces, windows, antenna, etc.) as a
function of the number of impingements and the amount deposited.
No interaction of the contaminants with solar radiation was
considered for this study. However, on Skylab it was shown to be
an important concern. The combined affects of contamination and
solar radiation could conceivably present a condition where the
resulting affect is more pronounced than the individual affects
separately.
Insufficient detail is available concerning the environment
seen by the Orbiter and subsequently the stowed Payload during
launch and reentry. Inherently there are basic protective measures
that can be employed. These include:
a. purged systems,
b. protective covers,
c. protective doors,
d. stowage design,
e. operational constraints such as delayed cooling.
Further evaluation of these phases along with more specific details
concerning individual Payload design philosophy and operational
activities will be required to attain more responsive and defini-
tive requirements.
In summary, the infrared Payloads are recognized to be the most
susceptible Payload to contamination. In one sense, the cryogenic
nature of these systems are unique in that they will trap all of
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the contaminants reaching these critical s-rfaces. This will not
occur for other payloads. Common to thi Anfrared Payloads and a
number of other Payloads is the particulate environment. The in-
frared Payloads should set many of the requirements for contami-
nation controls for the Orbiter and other Payloads. Limiting the
impact of the on orbit induced environment upon infrared Payloads
Swill essentially set the basis for minimizing the affects upon
any other Payload system. The infrared Payloads should be con-
sidered fundamentally the pacing system fo2 contamination control
especially for the ground handling and the launch and reentry
phases of operation.
An important consequence of this study indicates that all
the sources considered impact the Payloads in one condition or
the other. On Skylab, experiment viewing requirements were essen-
tially unidirectional and the location of vents or directional
sources could be established or constrained to meet operational
needs. The multi-directional viewing requirements of some Pay-
loads and the positioning of all major vent sources on the same
side of the Orbiter (where they directly impact lines-of-sight
by their forward flow fields or be reflected into the lines-of-
sight) decreases the ability to provide unique control on these
SQurces.
The elimination or reasonable reduction in rate of any one
source considered does not necessarily present acceptable environ-
ments for those affected Payloads. Improvements in those sources
which cannot be controlled and combined with improvements and/or
elimination of those controllable sources will be the basic re-
quirement needed to minimize the contaminant impact upon those
Shuttle Payloads where the contaminant affect has been identified
as a potential problem. Design changes in the Orbiter and/or
the individual Payloads along with yet identified new requirements
will no doubt increase the demands upon such contaminant sources
as the evaporator and the RCS attitude control system. Improved
sensitivities for Payloads will also drive contamination require-
ments to tighter controls. Therefore, where sources can be elimi-
nated, recommendation should be made early in the design phases
to eliminate these sources. This would eliminate the potential
of unknown tuture program requirements dictating late and costly
hardware changes.
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6.2.2 Recommendations - As a result of this study, the
following recommendations are made with respect to identifying
the necessary program considerations for initiating contamination
control con those Shuttle Payloads studi:ed and the Shuttle Orbiter/
Payload interfaces.
a. All liquid and/or large molecular overboard venting
such as the evaporator should be studied in detail
..to select a position that venting will have no im-
pact upon those critical lines-of-sight or critical
Payload surfaces. The three positions considered for
this study all contribute significantly to the
induced environment and subsequent critical lines-
of-sight. In advent this cannot be accomplished,
containment of these sources must be considered. Dur-
ing deployment periods of Free Flying Payloads, all
liquid and/or large overboard venting should be con-
tained.
b. Attitude control other than the defined RCS bipropel-
lant vernier engine system should be considered for those
impacted Payloads. CMG control and cold gas thruster sys-
tems on Skylab worked effectively.
c. The leakage characteristics for the Orbiter should be
reviewed. Although Skylab leakages were less
than those anticipated, Orbiter leakages could be higher
as a result of repeated launchings and landings (not to
say the least for hard landing impact upon the seal
integrity of the cabin).
d. Particulate control through design and manufacturing
of the Shuttle Orbiter and Payloads and ground handling
must be maintained at least at Skylab levels if not
better.
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e. Vacuum and vibration testing should be initiated for
representative Shuttle Orbiter external surface geometries
to establish a characteristic outgassing rate, an off-
gassing duration characteristic, and the particle pro-
-duction characteristics.
f. During final ground handling and installation into the
Orbiter experiment bay and until just prior to initia-
tion of operational activities, consideration should
be given to using a break away protective bag or envelope
to protect the Payload during ground, launch, and early
on orbit environment.
g. Where feasible, all sensitive Payloads should have the
capability to hold positive purges against the ambient
environment during launch and reentry.
h. Maximum design considerations should be given for
sensitive Payloads while stowed during launch and
reentry to use the experiment tie down hardware on the
pallet as a protective device for contamination control.
i. Deployment and initiation of operations for Free Flying
Payloads should be deferred until the initial offgas-
sing rate of both the Orbiter and the Payload reach
near steady state acceptable conditions.
j. Free Flying Payload systems should include a cold gas
thruster system or employ special rendezvous techniques
which would allow the Payload to deploy from the Orbiter
vicinity and thus minimizing or eliminating RCS usage for
the Orbiter.
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6.3 Future Study Activity Recona endations - The following
future study activities are identified. These study recommendations
are based upon those areas identified as a result of this study
that require further investigation and those which their scope
were beyond this study or insufficient detail information was
available.
a. Review the Woods' Hole standards and the Goddard
Space Flight Center criteria and establish meaningful
criteria for basic Payload classes which would reflect
their sensitivity to different contamination affects.
b. For those Payloads where sufficient design detail is
available for review, establish
1) a Payload susceptibility analysis,
2) detailed Payload configurations
3) mission profiles
4) a model of each Payload whether in the sortie
or free flyer mode
5) the influence of each Payload on its own
contamination environment and to the Orbiter
and Orbiter experiment bay area.
c. Initiate a study to identify the launch and reentry
environment so that quantitative assessment of these
phases can be made.
d. Determine types, locations, and sensitivity ranges of
contamination detection instrumentation required to
monitor real time assessment of specific Payloads on
orbit and during ground handling phases.
e. Continue to increase the fidelity of the existing model
and develop a generalized model for all mission pro-
files including temperature profiles, surface mapping
capability, and material identification capability.
f. Based upon a more applicable Bayload sensitivity criteria
ard the modeling of the Orbiter induced environment,
establish a Shuttle Payload contamination design handbook.
0
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7 . N2TES
7.1 Abstracts - The following abstracts are presented
where applicable in support of technical footnotes contained in
this report.
a. Chirivella, J. E. and Simon, E.: "Molecular Flux
Measurements in the Back Flow Region of a Nozzle
Plume," J.P.L., JANNAF 7th Plume Technology Meeting,
April 1973.
Abstract - A series of tests were conducted at JPL to
measure the mass flux in the far field of a nozzle
plume in a high vacuum with emphasis on the back flow
region. Existing theories to predict the far field
of a plume are not adequate for large angular depar-
tures from the plume axis. The measurements presented
in this report provide fairly accurate data for off-
axis angles as large as 140 (i.e., in the back flow
region). This region, since it is well behind the
exist plane, is of particular interest to those con-
cerned with instrument contamination. Usually sensi-
tive spacecraft surfaces are located in the region
affected by the back flow.
The tests, which utilized five different nozzles,
were performed at the JPL Molsink facility. Parameters
such as expansion ratio, throat diameter, nozzle lip
shape, and plenum (chamber) pressure were varied.
Carbon dioxide and nitrogen gases were flowed and mass
flux measurements were taken using quartz crystal micro-
balances in as many as nine different locations rela-
tive to the test nozzle.
The tests have resulted in a large matrix of data
that were correlated and compared to the Hill and
Draper flow prediction theory. These tests are a con-
tinuation of earlier attempts to provide quantitative
data, the results of which were previously published
in two JPL reports.
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Several conclusions with respect to the effect
of nozzle and gas parameters on the amount of back
flow mass flux are offered, and it was demonstrated
that gaseous mass fluxes, which are not predictable
by present theories, are encountered in the region be-
hind the nozzle exit plane. This knowledge is sig-
nificant if materials incompatible with the gaseous
exhaust products are used in this region.
b. Simons, G. A.: "Effect of Nozzle Boundary Layers on
Rocket Exhaust Plumes," AIAA Journal, Vol. 10, No. 11,
November 1972.
Conclusion - It has been shown that the density in
the plume at large angles from the centerline is a
sensitive function of the ratio of the nozzle
boundary-layer thickness to the exit radius. Analytic
expressions have been developed which relate the gas
density to the rocket nozzle and boundary-layer prop-
erties. However, these relations possess an arbitrary
constant (Ulave/U2 ), the value of which lies between
0.5 and 1. Further numerical experiments are required
to confirm the existence and the value of this constant.
The angular distribution of the boundary-layer
streamlines in the rocket plume has been obtained, and it
has been demonstrated that only a very small portion of
the boundary-layer gas expands beyond the inviscid turn-
ing angle 9 . The primary effect of viscosity at the
walls of th rocket nozzle is to raise the density of
the expanding boundary-layer gas and reduce its velocity.
These conclusions are valid only if the "exponential"
density profile is a universal result. Additional numeri-
cal computations are necessary to establish this assump-
tion and confirm the present results for the plume density.
c. Ratliff, A. W.; Audeh, B. J.; and Thornhill, D. D.:
"Analysis of Exhaust Plumes from Skylab - Configuration
U-4D Attitude Control Motors," LMSC/HREC D162171,
March 1970.
V
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Summary - The exhaust plume flow field of the Skylab
(formerly AAP) configuration reaction control system
(RCS) engines has been determined analytically as a
preliminary step in the prediction of heating rates,
forces and contamination effects due to these plumes.
The engine utilized, which is designated R-4D, burns
nitrogen tetroxide and monomethlyhydrazine (N20 4/MMH)
propellant.
Engine configurations, nozzle geometries, pro-
pellant description, and operating conditions were
supplied by three agencies: (1) NASA-Marshall Space
Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama; (2) the Marquardt
Corporation, Van Nuys, California; and (3) NASA-Manned
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas.
Plume flow fields in a vacuum environment were
calculated for the engine used on the Command Service
Module. Calculations began in the combustion chamber
extended through the nozzle and continued into the
plume to about 50 feet axially and radially from the
engine.
Flow striations (oxidizer-to-fuel variations)
were considered in the analysis based on injector in-
formation supplied by the Manned Spacecraft Center.
A thermochemical program was used to define combustion
product specie concentrations and thermodynamic prop-
erties of the propellant system. A one-dimensional
streamtube solution was used to define the physical and
thermodynamic properties after equilibrium combustion.
An equilibrium chemistry ducted mixing analysis was
made through the combustion chamber. A time-dependent
transonic solution.was used to describe the two dimen-
sionality of the flow in the convergent section of the
nozzle and through the nozzle throat. A method-of-
characteristics solution was begun at the nozzle throat
using equilibrium thermochemical properties up to a
point in the flow at which a kinetic analysis indi-
cated that the flow was chemically frozen. The plume
was then generated using the nozzle exit conditions
as starting information. The nozzle boundary layer
effect on the plume was included and the region where
non-continuum conditions may exist is indicated.
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Two shock waves were considered and treated in
this analysis. The nozzle shock and its reflection
from the nozzle axis were computed as integral parts
of the total flow field. Also included in this analy-
sis is a correlation study of several R-4D engine and
plume parameters. This information provides justifi-
cation for the particular oxygen-to-fuel gradient used
as well as verification of the general analysis procedure.
d. Naumann, R. J.: "Column Densities Resulting from
Shuttle Sublimator/Evaporator Operation," NASA-TM-X-
64794, October 1973.
Abstract - The proposed disposal of H20 from the Shuttle
fuel cell operation by ejecting it in vapor form through
a supersonic nozzle at the rate of 100 lb/day has been
investigated from the point of view of the possible
interference to astronomical experiments. If the
nozzle is located at the tail and directly along the
shuttle longitudinal axis, the resulting column density
will be less than 10 to the 12th power molecules/sq. cm
at viewing angles larger than 48 deg. above the longi-
tudinal axis. The molecules in the trail will diffuse
rapidly. The column density contribution from molecules
expelled on the previous orbit is 1.3 X 10 to the 8th
power molecules/sq. cm. This contribution diminishes
by the inverse square root of the number of orbits since
the molecules were expelled. The molecular backscatter
from atmospheric molecules is also calculated. If the
plume is directed into the flight path, the column den-
sity along a perpendicular is found to be 1.5 X 10 to the
11th power molecules/sq. cm. The return flux is esti-
mated to be of the order of 10 to the 12th power molecules/
sq. cm/sec at the stagnation point. With reasonable care
in design of experiments to protect them from the back-
scatter flux of water molecules, the expulsion of 100 lb/
day does not appear to create an insurmountable diffi-
culty for the shuttle experiments.
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7.2 Abbreviations - The following abbreviations were used
in this report and represent terminology relevant to this study
and progrAms used to obtain supportive data for this study.
ABPS - Air Breathing Propulsion System
APU - Auxiliary Power Unit
ATM - Apollo Telescope Mount
CDC - Control Data Corporation
DOY - Day of Year
ECLSS - Environmental Control Life Support System
ESRO - European Space Research Organization
EVA - Extravehicular Activity
f/ - Focal Ratio
GSFC - Goddard Space Flight Center
HRSI - High Temperature Reusable Surface Insulation
IML - Inner Mold Line
IR - Infrared
JP - Jet Propulsion
JSC - Lyndon B. Johnson Spacecraft Center
LOS - Line-of-sight
LRSI - Low Temperature Reusable Surface Insulation
MCD - Mass Column Density
MMH - Monomethyl Hydrazine
MSFC - George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
M - Star Magnitude - Ultraviolet
uv
V  - Star Magnitude - Visible
NCD - Number Column Density
NEP - Noise Equivalent Power
OFR - Offgassing Rate
OGR - Outgassing Rate
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7.2 Abbreviations - continued
0ML - Outer Mold Line
OMS - Orbital Manuevering System
QCM - Quartz Crystal Microbalance
. RCC - Reinforced Carbon-Carbon
RCS - Reaction Control Subsystem
RF - Returned Flux
RTV - Room Temperature Vulcanized
SL - Skylab
SRBM - Solid Rocket Booster Motor
TPS - Thermal Protection System
UV - Ultraviolet
VCM - Volatile Condensible Material
X-POP - X Axis Perpendicular to Orbital Plane
X-Z-IOP - X-Z Plane in Orbital Plane
Y-POP - Y Axis Perpendicular to Orbital Plane
Z-IOP - Z Axis in Orbital Plane
Z-POP - Z Axis Perpendicular to Orbital Plane
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7.3 Definitions - The following definitions are presented
to clarify terminology used in this rport which reflect unique
characterization of the principles, procedures, and methods of
application that would be generally applicable to utilization of
the results of this study.
Sa. Mass Column Density - The mass contained in a constant
unit cross-sectional area extending from an origin to
infinity, expressed in units of Mass/Unit Area.
b. Number Column Density - The number of molecules con-
tained in a constant unit cross-sectional area ex-
tending from an origin to infinity, expressed in
units of Molecules/Unit Area.
c. Flux - Mass flow through a unit area, expressed in
units of Mass/Unit Area/Unit Time.
d. Line-of-Sight - The line being sighted from a critical
surface and extending along a given direction of
interest to infinity. Column densities are calculated
along lines-of-sight.
e. View Factor - That fraction of the total mass leaving
one surface that is capable of impinging upon another
surface of interest in its field-of-view.
f. Interaction Sphere - Geometrically developed spheres
along a given line-of-sight which establishes surface-
to-surface relationships in its field-of-view such as
distance, angular, and view factor.
g. Interaction Plane - Geometrically developed discs along
a given line-of-sight which establishes surface-to-
surface relationships in their fields-of-view such that
for a calculated contaminant density at a given disc
location the returned flux to a surface of interest from
contaminant interaction with the ambient atmosphere can
be calculated.
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h. Returned Flux - The mass flow of contaminants through
a unit area reflected back to a surface of interest
as a result of collisions with the ambient atmosphere
expressed in Mass/Unit Area/Unit Time.
i. Outgassing - That contribution to contamination which
comes from the material bulk characteristics and is
long term in nature.
k. Offgassing - That contribution to contamination which
is related to the volatiles which are either adsorbed
to the material and/or carried in the preparation of
a material and boil off very rapidly when exposed to
vacuum.
1. Beta Angle - That angle between the orbit plane and
the earth-sun line.
